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Vpril number of Scribner contains
paper by a well-known agricultural attthot. Colonel (leorge I!. Waring of Newport, on the interesting subject of •T'artnVilhiges.’'
I'lte paper considers the way in which
laud may be divided so as to secure the
end in view with the least inconvenience
tlie men who have to till the fields, and
with the least draw back to the business
"i t he tanner.
! wo eases are considered.
I When it is a question of the settlement
•i
new lands,
g. Where farmhouses are
oready scattered over the country each
on its own farm.
In both eases it is attnpted I., show how the details of the
plan tuny be o gnlated so as to cause the
iea-1 annoyance and loss of time to the
a
i. to .-onipa- the greatest convenience
.cl c. n.ii.ii't fiber 'men. and to provide
a h
Hi.- o.
intages ti.r the younger mem1
"•!•
a t lie ci immunity
These t \vii schemes
i1
illustrated by snilicienr diagrams.
Iiicli indicate the way in which the
n
i,
1 md and the \ ilidgc tract should
: vided
.Suggestion? are also gi\ en
tl
iyin out of the \illage grecti,
da- caia of
>ads. path--, grass ground,
.old other op.u si .aces, o far as such
U'stion arc appropriate in this coitI' ciion.
flic way in which the prn]iosed
bun. c would ailed the work of the I'armtii w iii lb hired men. and his teams,
hilly considered, and it seems to be
demonstrated while it i admitted that
a
immediate money making there ma\
»•
ionic slight disadvantage -that on the
bole and in the long run tlic general
ofosjierity of ..in agriculture would be
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relation with mir's followmel) gives
lirrrmlu.'ss and the richness of a wider
.man :ii!i I'.-,. [. in that proportion would
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lilr haw

wholesome, mel-

low in., i*!l. e| that i not ;.i be found in
llir 1'iuoi,. fannhmisr. urn even in the
mi of neighborhood we sometimes tilld

the eotllittw. where several farmhouses
within a quailm of a mile of each
iher. Tile habit of •running in’ for a
;
irning’s rhat with a neighbor is a good
....
and it gets hut scant development.long American farmers.
!
-liould hope, further, as an outgrowth
.in tlie
emumuiiity of living, for a modvillage libran and lrailing loom. Indeed. if I could have my own way. 1
-liould not confine the attraction and
entertainment of tin- village to strictly
im of appliance
Il Would probably tie
'■ i.-er
to recognize the fact that voting
men find an attraction in
amusements
which mn uerner ancestors regarded as
dangerous, and I would not eschew billiards, nor eveil, ‘by rigorous martment
Hn- milder advice of social tobacco, lift
.a have a I it 11c harmless wickedness near
Mime and under the eye of parents than
iirotinti'i thr ri.-k that boys, after a certain age. would seek a pretext for more
line*ait rolled illdllh .em e III the neighbor1

..

ing town.”

recently iveeiled :t call hum Mr. S.
Uwin><1. tIn- liiisinc
representative of
Hull, l icil Atwood t.r \\ inteiport, who
111!
canvass of lhe
|U 4 eotuiiieilrcil lo
Statu in llie inicic : <>t (lie Meadow King
VIowci I ompkin .('tmm \i.. hor ;c raUc,
in I othci
lir i tlas
at 'lid ll Lira I iniplclucni. and niacLiinc
lie w ill \ ioit the
hief centres ul buiue.
in till
Stall' and
the I'lto int
diiringtlic next few month
slid we can assure uur readers they will
Ut

..

hiu! 111 ni a pleasant gentleman to meet,
slid a
iiinmci da I agent w ho thoroughlv
ui'lt r land his Inisiiicss. [ Maine Farmer.

Horse.-

Iired lie racing purposes alone
Ircquenlly detieient m stamina, and
tin- breeding and rail ui". such horses, so
entirely worthless fur any other business,
.lie

if unsuccessful as
quest it ilia ble profit.
Ut

liuiild raise

consumption,

I roller

more

since

it

...

i.

one

of

million for home
be produced

can

than beef, i equally nutritious,
and a single can ass call usually be eared
for until cuii. unit'd, is eii hi a small neighborhood.

cheaper

local paper in Minnesota, in making
aggregated amount ul wheat in
hand, s,peaks of the average y ield of that
Wo
state, as eight bushels per acre.
should call that a very small and insig
uificant result in Maine.
\

up
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Soai- foil Clka.nini; Gi.ovks.

Such

a

soap is made by compounding three ounces
good, hard soap melted iu one ounce
of w arm water, one ounce of liyposulphate
of soda and one drachm of liquid ammonia.
This mixture is applied to the stretched
glove by means of a piece of flannel.
of

day

conics to give rest fur the wake and
the weary, and thim as walks sivinteen
miles tn get it." of course I took the
hint. There was evidently no work to he
had from my friend the tram]) that day.
Yet his countenance brightened as he
saw the limited extent of my domain, and
observed that the garden, so called, was
o babyhood! royal
only a dower-bod about twenty-live by
thy beauties are !
And sweet are the rose •Unshed mysteries!
ten. As he had doubtless before this been
Vnd slender the link that can bind so far.
utilized to the extent of his capacity in
Our spirits, with ties that are strong as these !
digging, he had probably expected that
»»tiny gold threads in my open palui.
■No words can speak with a voice so true.
kind of work, and I dare say I discomfitTor love is ;i sweet and wonderful psalm.
ed him by pointing him to an almost levWhose sweetest breathings, are oftenest new
elled .'tone wall about twenty feet long,
Sometimes ii will sweep to a silken wave.
with the remark that his work would he
Sometimes she will braid it. and think perchance the
rebuilding of that stone wall with
Of a smile that a pair of brave lips gave
stone brought from the neighboring slopes.
(In that brightest dream of a, girl's romance,)
Ill a few moments he was comfortably
Sometime. Ood knoweth. hot tears may couie.
Vs it veils her sorrowing, saddened eyes.
provided for in the kitchen, where the
Tor most lives hold us at times in dumb
cook, a woman of his own nativity, apSwift anguish of pain, at a death surprise.
parently “i-halfed" him with a raillery that

However it be in the after-time.
Sweet eyes. 1 now pray heaven for you.
That all the light of a joy sublime.
May darken the depth of your baby--blue.
That light mav lavish its sunshine down
<m that far olf hind— !'• *r your brow so lair.
That at last an angel's well won mown
May golden tie* head that owns her bail
My

Friend,

the

Tramp.

;

tixtures

1

■

UOJI.ini: hens.
I licii‘ !.-■ an
objection to ilio common wav of boiling
eggs which people do not understand, it
is this: The white under three minutes'
U'.ori

rapid cooking becomes lough and indigestible, while the yolk is left soft. When
properly cooked, eggs are done evenly
through like any other food. This result
Germany has established dairy ..chools may be attained
by putting the eggs infor girls, giving practical instruction in
to a dish with a cover, as a tin pail, and
the business, which has been followed by
llicii pouring upon them boiling water,
a
marked improvement in butter and
two quarts or more to a dozen eggs, and
cheese-making. Here is an idea worth cover and set them
from the stove
thinking of in the education of future for fifteen minutes. away
The heat of the waAmerican farmers’ wives.

Hair.

What caiuo in the letter was golden brown :
That is. Ihe little there was to see,—
Twits .silken and soft its a lot of down.
And it crossed the ocean 1*» oome to me
i can fancy the eyes that will suit ••her hair."
Blue, with a tinting of light below :
A ud the brow will be wide, and true, and fair.
And the mouth with a soul's pure smile will glow.

I had been sauntering over t lie clover
and other incidentals I
connected with the experiment. Were' downs of a certain noted New Kngland
It was a Sabbath morning, so
these excluded, as would lie necessary in .seaport.
a lair comparison with cheese, the resingularly reposeful and gracious- -so reeeipl would lie fully Mb per cent, greater i plete with the significance of the seventh
than when cheese alone is made. The I day of rest that even the Sabbath hells1
mill; for ihe douhle mauufaeture was dr- ringing a mile away over the salt marshes
1 i\ ere,I twice a day. instead of only once had little that was moniron, mandatory,
as is customary
with cheese milk. The j orevensupplicatory in theirdrowsy voices.
morning's milk was .set and allowed to! Bather they seemed to call from their
stand 11 <>tn lti to Ml hours hefore skim- cloudy towers, like some renegade .Muezming, according to the weather, while zin: “Sleep is better than prayer : sleep
tile night's mill, was only set 1M lioitrs. on. (t sons of the Puritans! slumber still,
I>uring dog day.- only the night's milk «> deacons and vestrymen! Let, <> let
wa-, kimmed.
I he milk was set in large i those feet that are swift to wickedness
curl up beneath thee: those paints that
pan made douhle. so as to allow tlie eir
mini ion of water on all ides of tile milk, are itching for the shekels of the ungodlv.
imilar
the Kmpire State pan, and lie clasped beneath thy pillow. Sleep is
better than prayer!"
hnldili: "(Ml quarts each.
Neither till
And, indeed, though n was high mornkimmed milk nor cream was allowed to
sour, and the
Wrought
Imttor-milk was mixed ing, sleep was still ill the ail.
>wtli the skimmed milk, thereby giving upon at last by the combined inllueuees
greahr richness t,> the cheese. Tile cream ol sea, and sky, and atmosphere, I sucwa.- churned daily
at a temperature of j cumbed, and lay dow n on one of the bouldeg. in iilumer and id! deg. in the fall. ders of a little stony slope that gave up
I’l'om ta in .vs pounds oi milk were re- j on the ;ea. 't he great Atlantic lav before
qniivd to make a pound of butter, not me. not yet quite awake, hut slowly hear
ing with the rhythmical expiration of
over halt the cream I icing allowed n,
rise, and 11.17.'! I pounds of skimmed milk slumber. I here was no.ail visible ill the
There was nothing to do
lot a pound ot cle-e.’O.
I'o make a pound misty horizon.
but to lie and siaiv at the unwinking
ol plain cheese required PUICI
pound: of
mill.
1*1 it- total amount of milk received et her.
toi
Suddenly I became aware of the strong
plain cllee .e was I .MlIS .',7:i pound...
liniii which 1MI.S7.I pound
m
cheese! fumes of tobacco. Turning: tuy bead I aw
Were made.
I'll,- total cost ol making, .1 pale blue smoke curling up from behind
marketing, and .riling, including interest an adjacent bouldei. Bising and climbover the intervening granite, I came
on sb.Mini capital, was M.MH lull relitper ing
little hollow in which, comforta\ll the cheese was sold in Ho,
upon
pound.
ton. shipment.. being from the Barn- bly extended on the mosses and lichens,
He was very
Plains depot every Monday by special lay a powerfully built man
eat.
ll is estimated lhat ahoal one third ragged: be was very dirty : there was a
more help will l,e required to make both
strong suggestion about him of his having
hut let and rlircsi- ihalt cheese alone. The too much hair, too mm h tutil, too milch
vvhey in either ease is ii-,1 to hogs at the I perspiration; too much of those superlaciory. and i.. estimatt-d to 1,,* worth lluou.x excrescences and exudations that
about all ,-)U per !(!lt pound,.
oeiety and civilization strive to keep
under. But it was noticeable that lie had
I’roin tlit* Mump l uriii.-t
not much of any thing; else.
It vva The
A
Waldo Oounly
I ramp.
Dairy.
With that wilt severity with which we
1 ha\ i‘
er I»een Hiterc -led in 1 lie tvv
it rebuke upon the person who
always
"’i
d.nr\
port
jiivtdin i.;, bni thinkim* m\
to present any one of our vices
happens
o\UI e\ pent'liet* 1 iji;*|jt not In* reeeiv ta 1 h\
offensively before us, in his own person, I
til'- doubt l!11■ uni*
Ii.j e kept
ileill.
\
was deeply indignant at his lazine
Per
report ni ms daily, how»aer, in vour pa
haps ! showed h in my manner, for lie
pe: "i ihe :Jd in-'l.. I»\ brother (Nark, in lose to a half sin
ing attitude, returned my
which there wriv mline mistakes. indmv
stare apologetically, and made a movein** lo Mlbinil tin* follow ilj:*
lalrim ills :
ment toward knocking the tire from his
My dain eoiisists ol’ it-n cow s ; three ol :
the granite.
which I pim liascd in \\ inthrop. about pipe against
“Slmre, sur, and it I'd Induced 1 hat I
11m Kill of A pi it la.M.
v, |>
-t'
was tnspassm on yer Honors grounds n s
between li\e and eiyiit years old : two are meself
that would hex laid down on the
three, and one twowaivold. The\ are
say shore and la kin' the salt waxes for
all J el se\ yrad<‘s but one. a full i >i« ><»«1
me hlankils.
But it's siv inteen miles I've
JerseN. \lettic. No. hi. ivyi.-lered ill the
walked this blessed Height, with nothin'
Maine .1' -e\ i 1»■ rd ]»ook. latch dropped
to sustain me, and hevin a mortal wake
a call' during the war.
Mettle iias made Hess to
tight will in me bowels, by reason
one pound of hinier from liv e (piarts of
of starvation, and only a hit o’ baccy that
milk.
the Widely Maloney giv me at the cross
1 hiring the year liiii11 tin- I.Itli nl March
roads, to kape me up entoirly. But it was
last til' that date nl' the present month,
the dark day that I left me home in Milwe
ha\e made •-.’oilv! potaiils of Initter, waukee to walk to
Boston, and if ye'll
wliieli was marketed at .‘17 cents per
a lone man who lias left a wife and
oblige
pound, amounting to s!MS. I sold sweet six children in Milwaukee, will the loan of
cream, new milk and buttermilk to tlie
twenty-live cints, furninst the time he gits
amount ol slbtl. and raised two calves
womik. God’ll he good to ye."
on skimmed milk for which I credit the
It instantly Hashed through my mind
cost s50: making in all.sills.
The re- that the man before me had the
previous
mainder of the .skimmed milk was fed to
night partaken of the kitchen hospitalities
pigs, which with the milk used in a fam- of my little cottage, two miles away.
ily o| ten persons, and the manure left That he presented himself in the guise of
under my stable, gives me fair pay for a
distressed fisherman, mulcted of his
their pasturing, and time in taking care
wages by an inhuman captain: Hunt he
ol them.
had a wife lying sick of consumption in
I allow sot) per head for wintering,
the next village, and two children, one of
feed plenty of early cut hay with about
them a cripple, wandering in the streets
tour ip.arts of shorts and one puart of
of Boston. I remember that this tremenmeal per day. This gives me a net protit
dous indictment against fortune touched
ol s,- js per y ear, allowing nothing to the
the family, and that the distressed fisherwoman who takes care of the nilk.
She man was
provided with clothes, food and
must wait till woman's rights are regardsome small change.
The food and small
ed. then we must make another deduction
had disappeared, hut the garments
change
from our protits in dairying or add antortile consumptive wife,where were they !
other Jersey to compensate her for her
He had been using them for a pillow.
trouble.
ilow.uio MYr.piiv. Belfast.
i instantly pointed out this fact, and
charged him with the deception. To my
For tlic year 1*77 the Massachusetts
surprise he took it quietly and even a litHorticultural Society offers in prizes £0,- tle
complacently. “Bedad, yer might;
loo. of which £.'ii )<>(I is for plants and
ye see. sir (connuentiaiiy,) ye see, sir, unMowers, £I!MHI for fruits, £litll(i for vege- til I
get worruk, and its worruk I’m hikin'
tables, and £g<III for gardens and green- lor, 1 have to desave now and thin to
houses.
shute the locality. All, God Save us, hut
T<> llniiivi- Stakcji on Rest i iam
on the say coast thav’r that har-rud upon
Flat Ikons. 'To remove starch or rust thim that don’t
belong to the say."
from liat -irons, have a piece of yellow
1 ventured to suggest that a strong,
beeswax lied iti a coarse cloth.
When healthy man like him might have, found
the iron is almost hot enough to use, hut
employment somewhere between Milwaunot quite, rub it quickly with the beeswax,
kee and Most on.
and ilieu with a dean coarse doth.
“All, but ye see 1 get tree passage on
It was
A Coi:i:t-:si*t».Ni.»KNT gives the following a freight train, and didn’t shtop.
Take common in the Aist that 1 expiated to lind worruk."
remedy for chilblains:
“Have you any trade f’
red pepper of cayenne, pul into spirits
“Trade, is it ! I’m a briekmaker, God
sufficient to make quite strong, and bathe
affected part quite freely. This will knows, and many's the lilt I’ve had at
j the
surely cure. I am sixty-live years old maltin' bricks in Milwaukee. Sure, I've
and have used and recommended ii all as aisy a baud at it as any man. .Maybe
niv life without knowing a failure."
yer honor might know of a kill hereabout ?’■'
How til Raise Watki: I.il.tKs.
The
Now, lo my certain knowledge, there
New .ay., a Fall Riv it man
successfully
raises water lilies. In his yard lie sank iii was not a brick kiln within fifty miles of
the •.■ round halt of an old cask, the bottom that spot, and of all unlikely places to
lind one would have been this sandy pe"1 which be covered with
peat and swamp
mud. and then tilled it with water. Fatly ninsula, given up to the summer residences
of a few wealthy people. Vet l eould not
in tbe Spring, lie
placed several water
help admiring the assumption of the
root.-,
tin*
earth
at
the
bottom
among
lily
scamp, who knew this fact as well as myof this artificial pond, and soon he bad .a
1 said, “1 can give you work
number of these pure white Mowers dailv self. Hut
lorn day or I wo,” and bidding him gather
unfolding their petals and greeting the
up his sick wife’s apparel, led the way
senses with their beauty and fragrance.
At first
across the downs lo my cottage.
in
work
Moths will
carpets in rooms I think the offer took him by surprise, and
that are kept warm, in winter, a well as
gav e him some consternation, hut lie pres\ sure remedy I'm* riin the summer.
ently recovered his spirits, and almost iu
mming the pe. i: i; in pour strong alum atautly his speech. “Ah, wnr-ruk, is it.
water on the Moor to the distance of half God In'
praised: ils lnesell that’s ready
a yard around the edges before laying the
and willin'. ’Though maybe me baud is
twice
the
during
carpel. Then once or
spoilt wid briekinaking.”
season, sprinkle dry salt, over the carpet
i assured turn that the work 1 would
before sweeping. Insects do not like sail give him would
require no delicate maand sufficient adheres to the carpet to
nipulation, and so we fared on over t lie
it.
them
from
prevent
alighting upon
downs.
Hut I could not
no-

;ii\t'il in tin- rimipanitiw ell'crt
ill" 111'- til ih" 1-nlalt‘tl lariiiliniisf ami
iii<• iin>ri• s.n ialiU’ Iiit■ iii rlif villanv mi
'■
ll.i’iii'ii'i' nl' tin- i'a'niiT ami his laini.i:nl thi'ivliiri*, on tiie timin'
tanningj
i’he lollnwiiiu'
•'•t'l'ie "i tin- country,
li.iiaiimis iiniieaii' tin line oi nr^tiniom :
11 ina\ 'ifin a Inmn'e <l<u-1line in he
ail aneei:
in
a
Mile" lull
fillhusitl.sl ie
ia: II el
lull il
a doeU
that has heel)
■

interesting

Her

I ilit* production of the cheese factories in
Western Massachusetts, published in the
Springfield Republican, we extract the
resalt of a series of experiments carried
on at the Havre
factory, between July in
and Nos ember .'i of last year. The experiments were made to ascertain whether
hot It butter and cheese could not be more
profitably made from the milk than cheese
alone, and lhe result seemed to demonstrati' that this could be done.
"During this time, exclusive of the
milk received for making cheese alone,
:Wti.40d pounds of milk were delivered for
both butter and cheese, from which y‘8,t!7d pounds of cliccsc were made and
■-’•'{.‘I pounds of butter.
The butter was
sold at the factor) at from .'id to do cents
a
pound, while the cheese, owing to a
slight rise in the price late in the season,
actualh netted the tanners a small fraction more per pound than that made from
unskimmed or “plain"’ milk.
The net
returns for the plain milk cheese were
sin.-.’; for each I .(Kid pounds of milk for j
the entire season, while the net returns \
for tw ei) l.oitd pounds of milk from which |
both butter and cheese were made, were

...

Hie

Making.

ter cooks the eggs
and to a

ficiently,

slowly, evenly and sufjelly-like consistency,
centre or yolk harder than tiie

leaving the
white, and the egg tastes

much richer
and nicer as a fresh egg is nicer than a
stale egg, and no person will want to eat;
them boiled after having tried this method once.
as

sleeps
help
ticing that, although an invalid, I was a
much hotter pedestrian than mv companion, frequently leaving him behind,
and that, even as a “tramp,” he was etymologically an imposter. He had a w ay

of lingering beside the fences we had to
climb over as if to continue more conlidentialh the bistort of his misfortunes
and troubles, which he was delivering to
me during our homeward walk, and 1
noticed that he could seldom resist the
invitation of a mossy boulder or a tussock
of salt grass. “Ye see, sir,” he would say,
suddenly sitting down, “it's along nv me
misfortunes beginning in Milwaukee that
-” and it was not until 1 was out of
hearing that lie would languidly gather
his traps again and saunter after me.
When 1 reached my own garden gate he
leaned for a moment over it, with both
of his powerful arms extended downward,
and said, “Ah, hut it’s a blessin’ that Sun-

was

to me

quite unintelligible.

\ et I no-

ticed that when, at sunset, he accompanied Bridget in the spring for water, ostentatiously flourishing the empty bucket
in his hand, when they returned in the
gloaming Bridget w as earn ing the water,
and my friend, the tramp, was some paces
behind her cheerfully ••colloguing." and
]licking blackberries.
Al
the next morning nc slarten in
cheerfully to work. At I* a. m. lie had
jilaeed three large stones on rhe llrsi
course in position, an hour having been
spent in looking for a pick and hammer,
and in the incident --chaliing" with I>fidget.
Al Id o'clock I went to overlook liis
work: ii was a rash action, a.s it caused
him in respectfully dot!' his lint, discontinue his labors, and lean back against
the fence in cheerful and easy conversation.
••Arc yv fond uv blackberries,
1 told him that the children
captain
were in the habit of getting them from the
meadow beyond hoping to stop the rug
gestinii I knew was coming. "Ah, but
captain, it's meself that with wandering
and hat ing nothin' to pass me lips Imt 1 he
berries I'd pick from the hedge.- its me
seif know.-, where to lind them. Share,
it's yvr chillier, aild mine hoys they are
captain, that are U-sarhing me to go wid
them tn the place, knmvnst only to me
self." 1: i. unnecessary to say that he
\ftrr the manner of \aga
triumphed,
bond-, cl all degrees, lie had enlisted the
women and children on hi.-- side
and my
friend, the Tramp, had Ids own way
He
departed at I I and returned at I e, m
with a tin dinner pail half tilled,
on in
terrogating the hoys it appeared that tliey
had "a bully time," luu on cross examination il came out that they had picked tlulu-1 in.
from I to ii three more stones
were laid, and the arduous, labors of the
day were o\i-r. \s I siood looking at tinthat course of six smuesiny friend, the
Tramp, tn-tvhed his.-irong arm-, out to
their fullest extent and said : "Ay. but its
war-ink that’s good fur me; gin me
wnr-ruk, and it' all I'll he askin' fur."
I xeutured to suggest that In- had nut
yet accomplished much.
\ 11. hut ye'll see
"Wait till to-morror.
thin. It's me hand that's yet onaisy-wid
brick making and Ihrange to tin- -litones.
\ \ y eil wail till to in oner
tilforltmalely I did not wait. An eu
gageinent took me away at linearly hour,
and when I rude up to my coll age at noon
my eyes were greeted with the astonish
iii spectacle ,u my two hoy.-; hard al wnrk
laying [he i-nurst-.-. ot' ihe stone wail, a
aisled by Uridgei and Noralj, wlm were
dragging slones from the hill side.-, while
comfortably strelched on the lop of the
wall lay my friend, the Tramp, quietly
mersi-eing the operations w illi lazy and
humorous comment,
for an instant I
foolishl\ indignant, Imt In- sunn
was
iin* ‘i<
I'lHiioiit
“SlllU’*'* s11,
it's only lamin' the boys the name- ,r in |
dusihry 1 wu- and may they liixi-r know,
In- the same token, what it is to wor-ruk
for the bread detune their lips, shure !
it' Imt mullin''em think it play i was.
As fur the colleens bey ini in llu- kitchen,
sure isn't it bet tiler they was helping your
honor here than colloguing with themselves inside
Nevertheless, I thought it expedient to
forbid henceforth any interruption of servants or children with my friends ■•v.nrl'lili." Perhaps it was tin- result of this
embargo that llu* next morning early the
tramp wanted to see me.
-And it's sorry I am to say it to ye.
suit." he began, "but it's tin- handlin' of
the stun that's destlirovin' me loin-lint
the brielimakin' and it's better 1 should
lave ye and lind wor-ruk at me own
It
fur it's wor-ruk I'm mulin'.
tlirade.
isn't meself, caplin, t-1 ale the bread of
oidleness here. And so good by to ye.
and ii' it's fifty chits ye can be gixin’ me
until I’ll lind a kill it’s Cod that’ll repay
--

...

From what I could hastily gather from
his speech, he has walked from St. John,
N. 15., to join a distressed wife in New
York, who was. however, living with opulent hut objectionable relatives. ■•An’
shure, miss, i wouldn't lie asking ye the
loan of a eint if 1 could get wor-ruk at me
trade of carpet wavin’—and may be ye
know of some manufacthery where they
wave carpets beyant here.
Ah, miss, and
if ye don’t give me a eint, it’s enough for
the hikes of me to know that me troubles
has brought tire tears in the most beautiful diyes in the wur-ruld, and find bless
ye far it, miss!’’
Now 1 knew that tin# most beautiful eyes
in the world belonged to one of the must
sympathetic and tenderest hearts in the
world, and 1 felt that common justice demanded m> interference between it and
one of the biggest scamps in the world.
So, without waiting to lie announced by
the servant. I opened the door and joined
the group on the verandah.
II I expected to touch the conscience of
m> Inend. the tramp, by a dramatic entrance, I failed utterly!
For no sooner
did he see me than lie instantly gave vent
to a howl of delight, and
falling on liis
knots before me, grasped my hand and
tuned oratorically to the ladies.
‘Oli, but it’s himself—himself that has
come as a witness to me charackther!
<L but it’s himself that lifted me four
wakes ago, when J was lyin’ with a mortal wakeless on the sav coast an tuk me
t" his lumse.
o. but it’s himself that
sluipportei’ me over the fa Ides, and whin
the chills and favor came on and 1 shiv
ered with the cold, it was himself, God
bless him, as sthripped the coat oft' his
back, and giv it me, savin', ‘Tak it. Din
nis. its slitatved w ith the eowld say air,
ye'll be entoirly.’ Ah. but look at him
will ye, mis ! Look at his swate, modist
face a-hlushin’ like your own, miss. \h
lucik at him will ye
He’ll be denyin’ of
it in a mill'll—may the blessin’ uv God
folly him. Look at him, miss! Alt, but
its a swate pair ye’d make !- (the rascal
knew I was a married man.)
Ah, miss,
if ye nuild see him vvroightin’ day and
night with such an iliigant hand of his
own -(he had evidently believed from the
g issipot toy servants that 1 was a proles
sor nt chirograph}
)^ ii ye could see him,
miss, as l have, ye’d be proud of him."
He stopped out of breath.
I was so
completely astounded 1 could say noth
ing; the tremendous indictment ! had
framed to utter as I opened the door
vanished completel}.
Vnd .is the most
bruntilit 1 eyes in the wur-ruld turned
well
g ‘atefnlly to mine

“He may have come here to wash his
wounds—suit is a styptic,’’ said my host,
who had recovered his correct precision
of statement.
1 said nothing, but looked toward the
sea.
\\ hatever soeret lav hid in its
breast, it kept it fast. Whatever its
calm eyes had seen that summer night,
it gave no reflection now. It lay there
passive, imperturbable and reticent. Hut
my triend. the tramp, was gone !
Bret Harte.
A

Blue-Eyed Baby.

The New York World tells this story :
Tuesday afternoon a buxom, bare-headed, honest-looking Irish woman, loud in
lamentations, rushed into the Central
office clamoring for aid, and Captain Copeland, with great difficulty, ascertained
that she had been robbed of her daughter
under circumstances that appeared both
peculiar and suspicious. The woman gave
her name as Anna \\ elsh, and related that
-hr lived at No. 50 South Fifth avenue,
rear, and that <>n Tnesdat —her husband,
a la bore t, being out of work—she took
her dauglitei Mary, aged seven months,
in her arms and went out to look for
work, hoping to tind a job in an office.
She had vainly sought employment as
scrub-woman in a mint be i of places, and
was aboul to u.sk a clerk in the office of
the 1'enn wlvania railroad company, corner of Broadway and
Spring ,-t reet. it they
had need of a scrub-woman, when a very
gentlemanly-appearing man noticed her
blue-eyed, golden-haired little girl, and
quite unceremoniously got up a flirtation
with the pretty child. The mother, forgetting her misery and lus errand in her
pride at the tlattery bestowed on her
darling, allowed the man to pet her baby,
and when he remarked, ••what a pretty
blue-eyed baby you have -won't you let
me have it f" She
laughingh allowed him
111

ihkc juin

m ms

aims, ana men recol-

her erraml, and believing her
child sale, she turned to the clerk she had
been about to address, and finding that
she could hot wheedle him into git ing her
employment, turned with a heavy heart
to where she left the man who took the
baby, prepared to trudge to another pi ice
to seek work.
The man had vanished
with the liild, and after convincing herself that her eyes did not deceive her, the
poor mother indulged in ail outburst of
grief that enlisted the -vmnnrliv nt' everyone who heard her.
Acting on the advice
of several geritleinen, she, as soon, as her
terror and excitement would permit, rail
to Police Headquarters and reported the

lecting

enough principle to ask case.
Captain Copeland reported the fact.- to
ithdraw, while I would take
mot. myself ihe duly of examining into
Superintendent Walling, who saw that
the ease of my friend, the tramp, and gi v- there was necessity for immediate action,
ing him such relief as was required. (1 and an alarm was sent out notifying the
did mil know until afterward, however, different precinct.-, to look tor the child
Mrs. Welsh, accompathat ih1 rascal had already despoiled their and its abductor.
scam purse of sei.bh.)
When the door nied by Detective Jeremiah Wood, went
was closed upon them I turned
upon him. back in the office of the Pennsylvania
■

,i til

returned

the iadir. to

w

■■You infernal rascal!"
\h. captain, and would ye lie refusin'
ice a earrakther, and me giviu’ ye such a
(li iiii| !
on' a
clod save ns! hut if ye’d
hn' seen the Ink that the party one give
V'.
Well, before the ehllls and faVel'
Imk me piths entirely. when I was a
mug man, and mailin’ me xin dollar- a
week hriek mailin’, its myself that wud
■■

hii

given

1 consider.'' I broke in, “ihat a dollar
fair price for your lory, and as 1
hall have to lake it all liaek and evpo.se
on
before ihe oe.vl twenty-four hours
pass, i think you had better hasten to
Milwaukee, New V oik or Louisiana."
I handed him the dollar.
‘-Mind, I
V ■""'• to see toni
••V e w out. eapi:.:..
\inl I did not.
iiul il so ehaileed thut later ill ihe season. when ilie migrators inhabitants had
down to their hot-air registers in Horton
mil Providence. I breakfasted with one
Il was a eerriau l!oswho had lingered.
loii law s er replete w ith principle, honesty,
self-discipline, statistics, mstholies and a
perfect eonseioilsness of possessing all
these virtues, and a full recognition of
I think lie tolerattheir market values.
ed me as a kind of foreigner, gently hut
(irmly waiving all argument on any topic,
■

a

frequently distrusting

my

facts, generally

In
my deductions, find always my ideas.
conversation he always appeared to descend only half way down a long moral
and intellectual staircase, and alw ays delivered liis conclusions over the baluster.
I had been speaking of my friend, tho
tramp: "There is hut one wav ol treating dial class of imposters; il is simply
to recognize the fact that the law calls
him a‘vagrant.'and makes his trade a
misdemeanor.
Vny sentiment on the
other side renders you pnrtireps criniiye."
iJut he got also nis. I don't know but an action would
He got ihe money,
conditionally a note from me to my next lie against you for encouraging tramps.
neighbor, a wealthy retired physician, Now I have an efficacious wav of dealing
possessed of a large domain -a man emi- with these gentry." tie rose and took a
nently practical and business-like in his double-barreled fowling piece from the
management of it. He employed many chimney. -When a tramp appears on
laborers on the sterile waste he called his my property 1 warn him off. It' lie per“farm,” and it occurred to me, that if there sists I lire on him—as 1 would on any
really was any work in my friend, the criminal trespasser."
i ecnoeu, in alarm.
"lire on mm
tramp, which my own indolence and pre‘•Yes—but with powder only .' Of course
occupation had failed lo bring out, be
was tin- man to do it.
/(dafoesn't. knowtbai. Mu', he dyesn’t come
it was with back.’’
1 met him a weeI; alter,
some embarrassment that 1 inquired after
It struck me for the first time that posmy friend, the tram]). “0, yes,’’ he said sibly many other o my friend’s arguments
retie.ctivcly, “let’s see- he came .Monday might he only blank eat t ridges, and used
and left me Thursday. He was, I think, to frighten olf otlier trespassing intellects.
a stout, healthy man, a well-meaning,
•■Of course, if the tramp still persisted
good humored fellow, but afllieted with a 1 would lie justified in using shot. Last
The evening L had a visit 1'imui one. He was
most singular variety of diseases.
lirst day L put him tit work in the stables coming over the wall.
My shotgun was
lie developed chills and fever caught in eflicacious; you should have seen him run !”
the swamps of Louisiana
It was useless to argue with so positive
“Excuse me,” I said hurriedly, “you a mind, and 1 dropped the subject. After
mean in .Milwaukee!’’
breakfast 1 strolled over the downs, niv
■■I know what I'm talking about,” re- friend promising to join me as soon as he
turned the doelor, testily: “lie told me arranged some hous* hold business.
his whole wretched story ; his escape from
It was a lovely, peaceful morning, not
the Confederate service ; the attack upon unlike the day when I lirsi met my friend,
him by armed negroes; his concealment the tramp. The hush of a great benedicin the bayous and swamps
tion lay on laud and sea. A few white
“(Jo on, doctor,’’ I said, feebly : “you
ails twinkled afar, but sleepily -one or
were speaking of his work."
two large ships were creeping in lazily
\ es —well his system was full of mala- like my friend, the tramp.
\ voice beria ; the first day i had him wrapped up hind me startled me.
in blankets and dosed with quinine.
The
My host had rejoined me. Hi. face,
next day he was taken w ith all the symphowever, looked a little troubled.
toms of cholera morbus, and 1 had to keep
•I just now learned something of imhim up on brandy and eapsieum.
ltheii
portance,’' he began; "it appears that
matism set in on the following day and with all my precautions that tramp has
incapacitated him for work, and I eon \ isited my kitchen and the servants have
eluded I had better give him a note to entertained him. Yesterday morning, it
the directors of the city hospital than keep appears, while 1 was absent, he had the
him here.
\s a pathological study he was audacity to borrow my gun to go duck
good, but, as 1 was looking for a man to shooting. At the end of two or three
help about the stable I couldn’t atford to hciur.s he returned with two duck:, aniltire gun.''
keep him in both capacities."
as i never could really Tell wneu me
I ii;d was. at least, honest.
doctor w as in joke or in earnest 1 dropped
“Y es Imt! That fool of a girl says
the subject. A ml so my friend, the tramp, that, as he handed hack the gun, he told
gradually laded from my memory, not. her itwas all right and that lie had load
however, without leaving behind him in nl it up again to save the muster trouble.”
tlie* barn, w here he had slept, a lingering
I think 1 showed my concern in my
tlavor of whisky, onions and liutiiuess. face, for lie added hastily, "II was only
Hut in two weeks this had gone and the dnek shot
a few wouldn’t hurt him!"
Nevertheless, we both walked on in si
Shebang’’ (as my friend irreverently
termed my habitation) knew him no lenoe for a moment.
Vet it was pleasant to think of
I thought the gilll kicked a little," Inmore.
hint as having at last found a job at said at last, musingly ; “hut the idea of
briekmaking, or having returned to his Hallo! what's this
He had stopped before the hollow where
family at Milwaukee, or making his LouisI had lirst seen my tramp.
It was desert
iana home once more happy with his pres
dice, or again tempting the fish-produe
ed, but on the mosses there were spots of
ing main this time with a noble and blood and fragments of an old gown,
blood-stained, as if used for bandages.
equitable captain.
It was a lovely August morning when 1 looked at it closely: it was the gown
1 rode across the sandy peninsula to visit intended for the consumptive wife of my
a certain noted family, whereof all the
friend, the tramp.
sons were valiant and the daughters beauHut my host was already nervously
tiful. The front of the house was desert- tracking the blood stains that on rock,
ed, hut on the rear verandah 1 heard the moss, and boulder were steadily lending
rustle of gowns, and above it arose what toward the sea. When 1 overtook him
seemed to be the voice of Ulysses, recit- at last on the shore, he was standing being his wanderings. There was no mis- fore a Hat rock, on which lay a bundle I
taking that voice—it was my friend, the recognized, tied up in a handkerchief,
and a crooked grape vine stick.
tramp!

tho

Penobscot.

meeting of the Maine Historical Society, John E
Godfrey of Bangor. read an interesting paper concerning
the operations of C'apt. Mowatt, of the
British navy, on the coast of Maine dur-

ing the

war of the Revolution.
After
account of the burning of Falmouth, now Portland, in 1775, l>v a fleet
under command of Mowatt, Mr. Godfrey
gives some, account of Mowatt’s appearance on the
Penobscot, as follows
After the unfortunate dispersion of the
The Market of Skeletons.
fFot under Saltonstall —who may well tie
Among the secondary industries of this country called
“detested and cowardly” -at Casiho trade in skeletons takes a high rank, not on.
tine, in 17!Mt. several of the vessels made
account ot its extent, f«»;• it i.small,
comparatively
their way up the Penobscot river to Banlmt heeausi*. like tin* trade in ,-chool hooks or mathgor, and. after the sick and wounded
ematical instruments, it ministers to the educa- were
landed, were blown up at the mouth
tional and scientific wants of the
age. Xo trade of the Kenduskeag.
The patriotic setpromised hotter a few months a te The demand tlors, scattered all up and down the
l'or skeletons and skulls was. not only
increasing in banks of the river, were intensely alarmrespect to (juantity hut in respect to ijuality also.
The country physician who had been san-tied with ed.
They were at the mercy of the conthe imperfect skeleton which he had
The sword or transportation
prepared with queror.
his own hands while at college, felt that !.,• -.. fid
might he their fate. In order to be reafford to buy a better specimen, and cmn» io Xew
lieved iif their suspense, they requested
fork to do ir. Secret societies were
longer Mr. John Brewer and
content with a simple skull and bone-, ami
(.'apt. John Ginn,
they
invested in a whole skeleton. Medical student’s prominent settlers at “Sedeuukeunk’'considered a well-hung skeleton as necessary a part now Bre ver
Village—to go toCastine and
of their outfit as a
diploma, and their first ear.* <,n
graduating was to visit a skeleton store and criti- make an appeal to General McClean for
The General, who was aocally select a specimen. Even amateur anatomists clemency.
carried their invest Igllt ions so far as to buy skele- I quainted with Mr. Brewer, received them
tons to hang up in their studies.
Tim business
kindly, and
hearing the account of
jiromised to become independent of the trad.* in lur Miuiuniiiupon
m
me people, expressed
surgical instruments, with which in this country,
it has always been associated. I’pon these bright much s\m pa thy for them, and told Mr.
Brewer to inform them, that if they would
prospects the hard times foil, and thev were blotted out. Prices tumbled, but the demand fell fastat home and mind their business and
er
'flu* spirit, of economy -pared no man’s busi- stay
live peaceably, they should he protected,
m
111 Nnmc
got oil! ini' 11 K
y Old siieieioils
that their fathers hail used and burnished them but tile houses of those who abandoned
tip: secret societies bought wooden imitations, them should be burnt.
Mr. Brewer then
medical students went without skeleton*, and made an
in behalf of the sick and
appeal
amateur anatomists lost imetvsr in science.
The General diThe reason suggested nr the depression of the wounded of the fleet.
trade, namely, that even s< ientilie people can got rected him to obtain a vessel- -or, in ease
along without skeletons other than their own. is he could not, he would provide him with
not the only, and perhaps not the main reason.
V one
—and, after putting it in proper conmore potent reason is that the skeleton business
in this country is onh part:ally developed We dition, to place the sick and wounded on
are consumers but mu
producers, and what we board, and give him a l:st of their names,
possess ot the trade 1* altogether in tin* hands of and he would give him a cartel to deliver
trt
importer: 01 mid ll< men
pieparing them at places most convenient to their
skeletons lias thus far elud-d Y. d,.-.-■ i-dl
The
skeletons sold in our "hops m<-purchas'd in Fu- homes in .Massachusetts an.I elsewhere.
rope—principally in Paris and London. Attempts He also told him to make out a memohave been made to prepare them here, but unsuc- randum, and he would furnish him with
cessfully No American ha* y. been aid* with such
supplies ; might be necessary for
the possible excel)!ion of individual* who have
them.
\lr. Brewer did as directed, inprepared, with much pains, one or two skeletons
for their own use—to rival the French anatomists
cluding among tin* >ick and wounded, one
in this delicate work. In the handling of the bony
Captain Bos.', of Saltonstall's fleet, withspicuke. tlm preservation of tile feathery d.-ntieula out his title. The effect of this
suppres
tions of the skulk and the art of bleaching the
bones to a snowy whiteness, the French particu- sion of Boss’.; title was to bring out the
larly excel. Above ail others in quality and ink-i*
in
the
character
of the
arrogant phase
rank the skeletons prepared in Vans. The produc- subject ot this
fts will be learned
paper,
tions of the London skeleton makers come next,
by the following extract from .Mr Brew
and the cheapest are the few skeleton* that Nor
er\s interesting narrative. The narrative,
way furnishes to the trade
It is, hi fact, less than twenty year- that New
however, does not give mends the dis;t
York has had even ail import trade in skeletons.
greeable side of his character.
A real Parisian skeleton, previous to that.
a*
After liis account of chartering and tilrandy seen in this country, except ;n anatomical
museum* or the closets of very
wealthy physician*. ting up the schooner, as directed 1>\ the
The event majoiit1. »f medical men. unless they
General, Mr. Brewer proceeds :
could adi nl the co t.y luxury of a pe.-ial importa
In a l’cw lays Captain Alowutt came up unit an
1
turn had to
dial! with such imperfect, unchored his ship abreast of my cove, .last at night
bleached q»o( imen.s us the coiintn alldrded. About when I came
down, tic- sentinel haded. 1 miw
eighteen year* ago. some New York dealers in tui
my name, that l lived abreast the ship which was
gical instrument- perceived that keic wasacham
Hr returned that lie wished
convey -.I t«» Mow at I
to build tip a new branch of trade, and thin.
me io call on him in tin* evening, which 1 did and
iTiev were informed him what
ported a lew skeleton* from Paris
orders were from the lien
my
able to dispose of them at a fair profit, and as iheval He wished nn- t<>
the business *i>
accomplishwhen
demand increased, they cautiously enlarged their
as
1
eou!d
He
1 was pass
quick
frequently
importation*, nutil now it has become no unusual iiiv. called me o.i board to know ln*w 1 got along,
thing for thirty or forty skeleton* in arrive nere in and how the -.irk and wouuded were and often.
one ship
Half a dozen dealers in surgical instru took me into the cabin to lake class of wine or
merits now make the importation of skeleton- .-.
This friendship went on till l had com
branch of their business, and about odd complete brandy the
schooner, got all the sick on board,
skeleton $. besides a great number of separate skulls pletcd
which he went up to see before-— amt l told him
and bone", come to New York evv-i v vear from Ku
the schooner would be down in the morning, which
some
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on

\t tlie late

Railroad and ascertained that tlu- man
who asked .Mrs. Welsh to make him a
present of her baby had purchased a
ticket for .Mobile. The descriptinii of the
man was accurately agreed upon In the
clerks and .Mr,.. Welsh, and Wood .-darted
lor the Deshrosse street ferry in look atC-i
a
matt thirty -five years old. slim, of me
ilium stature, with dark hair. .-i.es and
mustache, dark clothes and a
ilk hat.
Air... Welsh accompanied him, and they
scanned every person that eras ed b- New
Jersey until 7 o'clock.
At 7 o'clock J lisped01 MeDel'Iilot 1, who
was mi night duty at the Central Office,
was visited In a gentleman whn gave his
name as l>r. Iki-Mon. ot New Orleans, ami
whn in a lew seconds admitted having

■

—

rop.v

here ha\«- fallen recent tv t'r« an l.» to c » per
good adult skeleton can now be bought for
or
Id
NdN
and a very tim* one for Nfil) or god. First
lat.' skull* cost only from >ld to >Td. accord'ue to
1 lie mimin'rot' -ret ions into which they are d.\ ided
and a pair of heavy thigh bones, suitable lbr s.-cvr
societies, mav be had for YJ or fd. A fetal skeleton,
a few' inches high, with all the miniature bone-'and
the semi trausluei nt skull perfectly preserv ed. may
be bought beautifully mounted uiidei ela-v. loi the
Atcauw.oi.\ in Fiuoj.c. 111.•
mantle, for- l'-' oi -T
price of skeletons o, -..id to be slightly .-.d -.'i.
on account of a sc: ie tv ..j raw material
I>i

Oeiit.

h

es

A

Kommiseenees

of

\\ ebster.

I twill ail itlteiv.'tiil:
keti-li ,.t ! 'allifl M.I.-Uus
willow, ill the New Vorl; World we tal.e the 1<>1
1"U|[1"
All'.'. \\ obsti-i
n il.11,1 reliees
of lie*
liOllle hie nl‘ lifl- 111! Imlid a*'.' Mlltplv be! 1: i-,•! v
I
\\
•,!
and
a
lei.'dol
!
before
giVeii.
jii.lilislu'd
illustrate his well known and singular absent e of
mind.
flie iirst refers to a lea.-h p.iil\
I'heei.,
l“iu was that the pi.deal to the Ka-iera heart
should be divided aeeordiii: !• he iiunihi i'
I h<
a
tin* ofi-a-h.i hi ques
[u'e-fii!. Mr W.'lr-i.-i
ti"ii. having looked round the room. drliherateh
carried througli the operation oi
ear vim ." and.
Ii.ei.il bill*
V
bate. I
oi-.. ,1 .dm
do
gav call'! jYim\sl;lshe afe'hMit n't' Vile1 alia if. had w liile con .il'jVib
II t i U".' the ;• Ue.-t s sin<••.-de'd iue-eap
mil appeared delighted at hav ing tin- in- in If- o-.. i. n-*tii'«-. \\ lieu -lnd\
eases his
law
n;g
fant in his possession,
lie had been liv- habit w.i i■ leave his books open at ih..* plai
author
ing at the Trennm! House. No. illib Rroad- where he had bei-u eon.-idt iter pro* eih-ni with,
bun
iiv and a voting man win* was studying
way. with his wife and live of their six tad
of
Mr
Webster
the
follow
habit
ing
adopted
children, and yesterday afternoon pur- through the pa-sages eousnlted. in order to arrive
chased tickets for Mobile for his family -a al an idea of the probable course of to-argument.
the office of tlie Pennsylvania Railroad. On i,.;c ih a.-io'i lie foul: i ill one of tin* book- the
place i.larked by a I.fly-dollar bill. Mr. Webster
His children are all dark, he said, and Inwas notoriously careless m money matters. and
had a passion almost amounting to a ma- tlii' vva taken a- a sum pie of his forget fulness.
nia. for blue-eyed, fair-haired babies. As V» hen lie relumed to the room, his attention wahe was leaving the office, lie was fascina- directed t-> the bill "L haven’t missed any money."
lie said, so it certainly eamiot he mine.'' The
ted by Mrs. Welsh’s little girl and quickly voiin. man declared
in parallel terms that it
lie was so emitd not be his. Mr. Webster persisted in r--tus
struck up an acquaintance,
interested in the child that he hardly re- iiiv. ii. on the plea that he could not appropriate
membered what lie said to the mother, anything tlm: he did not know to be hi-, own. The
-t 'deni
replied that lie was m identically thesiime
hut believed he asked her if she would
po-iiimi. To solve the problem. Air Webster turn
one
to take ed to tim manuscript of a l\»iiith of July oration,
part with it if she found some
good care of it. Ill- says he understood which he had rceenth delivered, directed thestu
the mother to say she would lie willing to dent d use the lift;. dolltil's ill having it printed,
ai d to keep the proceeds of the publication, which
give tip tlie child, and when she allowed proved i»e a considerable sum
him to take the baby, lie \va so overjoyed
ut crest ilia, episode.- of tlu-ir
Oilv of ilie most
that In* had a very indistinct recollection married life wu- the visit to Europe in lsl’s ;»*.»
w
of vvliaf look place until he reached his The manner in which it came about as singular.
M r. \\ clister v\ a- worn by liis continuous attorn ton
Here the baby was washed and to his
hotel.
bin
to listen to the
declined
duties,
public
richly dressed. Dr. Hast on explained the most strenuous wiring to recruit his health und
motive that induced him to visit Police strength by rest. Airs. Webster thereupon resort
ed to a very iunoeent stratagem to carry her point.
Headquarters by saying that in his en- After consultation
with her physician, die mu nag
thusiasm he did not anticipate any obsta- ed to
persuade that gentleman that her system and
of
the
to
his
cle
child, condition demanded change of air and scene. The
retaining possession
hut that he heard accidentally that a representative of the faculty proscribed a trip to
The ruse was perfeeth suec s<ful. and
chilit had been abducted, and that the po- Europe.
ostensibly for the sake of his wife Air Webster
lice were looking for a man answering his was carried oil’ to the Old World to recruit and en
description, and it immediately occurred jov the relaxation he had on his own an omit do
to him that a misapprehension existed dined. The entire proceeding was eminently characteristic of both husband und wife. They accord
somewhere, and that it was his duty 10
iiiglv sailed, currying letters to many mtluential
communicate with the authorities.
persons in England, anil among others to a cousin
While l)r. Easton was concluding his of the duke of Wellington They remained under
narrative, which was embellished with ex- that lady's care during the whole time they were
in England, and were the recipients of boundless
pressions of intense affection for the child honors and attentions. Airs. Webster speaks of
lie had adopted in such a hasty manner, Queen Victoria in terms of great admiration and
Detective Wood and Mrs. Welsh, who had aiVeetion. One occasion is particularly memorable
tired of watching at the ferry, entered Having been invited by her majesty to dilie. the
republican statesman and lus wife w ere separated
Inspector McDermott's office, and .Mrs. by the queen, who. taking the anil of each, seated
Welsh instantly recognized Dr. Easton, them on either side of her at the table. Leaving
and denounced him as “the man who took England, the} went to France, met Louis Phillippe
her child." The matter was quickly ad- and Queen Anielie at Paris, travelled over the
country and penetrated into Switzerland. The piejusted to the satisfaction of .Mrs. Welsh, valence of mi epidemic in Italy decided them to
who admitted that she voluntarily gave leave that country tin visited. Before
returning
the child to Easton, without, however, home they went north to Scotland, and travelled
over a great part of that romantic country, towards
imagining thai he intended to take it which Airs. Webster still cherishes a very warm
away. Slit* hurried to the Tromont House, feeling. Of the city of Edinburgh, particularly,
found her baby dressed in all sorts of her recollections are most pleasant. The result of
tho prolonged tour was the complete re establish
tinery, passionately embraced it. and de- me
lit «>f Air. Webster’s health, and great benefit to
clining Dr. and .Mrs. Easton's tempting both Airs. Webster is even now occasionally
remiserable
it
home
to
her
offers, carried
minded of their European excursion by the arrival
to
her
apartment, where she had a good cry of strangers with letters of introduction
At 11 n. M. a reporter of the from the friends made nearly forty years ago
over it.
In
M urid found her fondling; her baby.
11

>

1" a remark that the child's future
would perhaps be happier with Dr. Easton’s family than with her, she said “An’
lie’s
fwhat wud he he wantin’ wid it
Hasn’t he his own to look
crazy sure.
for, an’ fwhat wud he he doin’ wid me
dul lin'

reply

Air. ,1. !•'. Tandy, Treasury expert,
states that the bogus pieces of which the
public* should he particularly cautious an*
the hair dollar composed of antimony,
A genuine half dollar
lead and tin.
weighs 1‘KJ.d grains; the antimony and
lead and tin humbugs weigh U*2 grains.
Type metal is also perverted from its
honest original purpose by the coiners,
being electro-plated tirst with copper
Ii weighs Ibti.b.
and then with silver.
like the real half dollar, hut the color is
not good ; the false pieces are thicker
than the genuine, and the devices are,
leehle and faulty. Air. Du Hois, \ssayer
of the Mint at Philadelphia, says there is
a liquid test of silver which can he put up
by any druggist. It consists of CM grains
of nitrate of silver, l."> grains of nitric acid
and I ounce of water.
This, if tin* coin
Mr. Dubois
he bad, blackens it at once.
also gives directions for testing coin by
weight. Poise a thin strip of wood eight
or ten inches long; place a gold piece at
one end and the suspected one ill the
other ; have a weight of three grains at
hand; if the difference is more than that,
decline to receive it.
The men who have honesty enough to
resist the temptation of removing an tincancelled postage stamp from a secondhand envelope, and using it the second
time, are the kind of statesmen we want
at the head of our Government.

U loves, which are
Shall Economy
very little things in themselves, often
prove a large item in tLio expenses of a
Here D a genuine way to
young lady.
save money, and yet wear fresh, clean
gloves. W hen you have several pairs of
soiled gloves, shut the door and open a
window in your room. Then pour a eup
full of naptha, or a pint (according to the
number of gloves) of naptha or benzine,
which, in commerce, are the same thing,
into a basin. Then dip your gloves into
it once or t\\ ice, and pin them up at \ our
window to dry. This will restore them
to almost their original beauty and purity,
and sat e built the expense and trouble of
sending them out to he cleansed. Dresses, sacks, shawls and other woolen garments max he idealised in the same way
without being ripped, and will come out
td course, it
so fresh as to surprise xou.
you dip the garments instead of gloves,
you will need one, two or three gallons of
benzine ; but as it is only tifteon cents a
gallon ;ii a wholesale drug store, c\eu
that will he a cheap experiment. As
soon as llie)
are dipped the garment
should he bung oil a line out ul doors
H gloves
that the odor max pass oil.
bate heroine spotted hx sea air or other
dampness, lax them in a paper box ; then
saturate the inside of the box cover with
liquid ammonia, put it on the box, and
your spotted gloves w ill soon come out as
fair as ever. A very reliable lady who
has made these experiments with great
success, sends these receipts for saving

money.

[And he very careful that no
lights are near the benzine while

lire

or

it is in

open vessel, as the vapor will take lire
like powder. Ed. Journal.]

an

sin- did the next mot-nine.

He gave

me a

pass

t..

proceed t.> (ien. McLean. Oil my way. at Marsh
Bay 1 heard of ('apt. (ieorge Boss and his cabin

boy.

the boat ashore with Hr. Herbert to
board
(This captain commanded
one of the VI) gun ships and was wounded the
day
i
landed.)
;>ut
his
name on tn\ list,
(ieoiyv
they
Bo?;.;.” and the boy's name as n was. and proceed
ed down, returned mv list to the Oeneral, which
he was much pleased with
I netde out a memo
laminin of wlmt I should want to put ou hoard, lit
.ive me ail older o:i the
Commissary to draw them
•ot alt on board.
Then la- cave me a pass bathe schooiiei as a cartel to proceed to Boston ot
1

sent

bring them

on

"I'lc!

\v llelc il WOHIO Ur 111* •*! convenient to]

place*

ill- men tn get to their home*. 1 then returned to
my home late at night, mueh fatigued; hm before
! :i• t home one lehabod t'nlsou. then nt' Marsh
B.t
went up aud informed Mnwatt that I hud
sc-nt my boat on -hove and taken oil'on.- F.ipt
KoSS(\Vitll hi- cabin I-;.; will* *. .mimuidet l .1 do
gun

ship.

Mou:.n. .if!\ in tin* in
nil:- alter 1 got holm*
hi- bnaf on shore with a message that In*
wanted lie- t.. i*o oil board I seal back, that 1 was
in lit ii fatigued, had been out most of the night,
hm \mild call nit board in tin* afternoon. But just
U* I -'■•t mu I-I
O. 1 -MW him laud oil tie* opposite
point below in\ house. 1 then took my canoe mid
over against my limise.
lie saw me eouiin*
jias-ed
Iroiii in* !• 11 m111:•
»*ui iiu-i'img
ini... U.a.av
1‘telty severe on hotli side'.
iju,:;i.-r ol all hour
1
Tin* lirsi <-<»mpliincui
received wa*
You daunted rebel. I understand that yon
*toj)pe.l at Marsh Bay and took oil board t apt
op.•
the tinegi captain* there wa* in the
lb-: i.i v \.
I meant t-. have kept him a ml haul tv,.* ».f
c
for
him. lie wa.* *ueii a line fellow,
my
iptaili*
hid you return him a* vaptaiu
•So. ! returiieil hi* name Mhora* Box./" Then
l>" again, and "hid you not know that 1
wa.*
had not given you an order to take any one on
board f
Yes."
with .*word flourish
Ami h.»w dared v>»u do it
ing over m\ head, both ol us stepping lan k and
forth pretty lively.
Beeatis* I got my orders another way.
U hieh w ay
*a\ * lu-.
! an*wered hint.
FronHiener.il McLean, your
<

-.•ut

.»

master

suppose that 1 w a* somewhat agitated
to him.
On that, he starts iaiek a
draw* hi* -word out <*f the seubhord. and

You
111\

it’Ie

uiii -t

uti'Wei

says;
'ioii !> rebel. 1

sire a good min i to run yo
1 deliberately opened my breast and
11 you dal.* to d.< it. hen* is your mark,
told him
for it is in your power to do it." tin -.hut he turned
little, then wheeh- 1
Oil his hed. stepped back
again, advanced with his nourishing sword with a
double h if it could be expressed, that bo tore sun
riSc In* would lay my buildings ii. ashes. 1 told
hull ii was in his power to do it. “but w hat do yon
think I shall be doing all tin* timer On that lawheeled again and inarched off to his bout, and I
did the same to mine and eame home.
1 informed Mrs. Brewer what had taken
plan*,
so that she might not be surprised if In* should
proceed in his threats, but 1 did not believe he
would. 1 always kept a good musket loaded foi
any emergency whatever. However, we did not
have so good repose that night as common, but
nothing further took place till about four o’clock
l saw «’upt. Mowatt conn* ashore at my
j> in
lauding (1 told Airs Brew er which put her into a
panic.' H6 walked along very moderate until lie
got almost abreast the door. 1 stepped out and
met him.
lie very politely asked me how I did
1 invited him to walk in. which
and tay family.
Mrs. Brewer was introduced
he readily accepted
to him. which took otf most of her panic. He took
a seat and he opened the conversation: how he
regretted tin* situation of tho inhabitants and felt
for them under their distressed situation, and went
into a very sociable conversation for two or three
hours took coffee, then inquired the situation H
my family, and how many children we hail, and
whether it would not be very ditlicult for me t>*
support them without assistance. 1 told him l
should try and got along some way or other. He
says: "If you think you can’t 1 will supply yon
with such tilings us you want for your family, and
goods at the lirst sterling cost in Halifax to the
If you will make out a
amount of £1000 sterling.
memorandum 1 will send by the first vessel for
them.” I thanked him for his good will.
He at all times, before and after, appealed very
friendly; and before that In* called all hands on
deck, in my presence, and told them if they took
any tiling out ol my garden or field they should be
punished, ami they strictly adhered to lus order*
During the time he laid here l supplied him
with milk, garden sauce, and pigeons for'Ids cabin,
which ho-geiierouslv paid me Ikr in cash.

through.'

Another incident occurred '.Mule Mow
atr was in the river which shows his charHe was inacter in a favorable light.
formed that one Kenney a blatant ton

-bad taken a great quantity of beef ami
pork from tin* patriotic inhabitants and

it in its fresh state in a house
quarter of a mile distant from
the place where his vessel lay. He proceeded to the house and finding that lie
had been correctly informed, expressed
himself in terms of indignation, and, in
stead of commending Kenney, ordered
him to provide himself with sail Irom his
(Mowatt's) tender, and immediately pack
and salt the meat in barrels, and give a
barrel to cadi person from whom lie had
taken it.
flic rules ol war are not those ol peace
li takes long to obliterate the bitterness
engendered by transactions justified by
li Mowatt cannot lie forthe former,
given in a century, can it lie wondered at
that the Southern rebels have not forgot
ten tin* acts of Northern soldiers, vvliat
ever might have been their justification .'

deposited

at about a

V newspaper

correspondent

vv rites

from

Texas, "Apples cannot be grown here,
and, while cabbages and potatoes grow
luxuriantly, they will rot within two
weeks after being taken out of the ground.

Residents of cities dare not allow grass
the yards around their residences for fear of furnishing hiding places
for tarantulas and centipedes. And at
present 1 can say that I have not tasted
a well-cooked beefsteak since 1 have been
in the State, and more than half the time
have not had milk enough to color coffee,
to say nothing of the utter impossibility
of having any to drink.”
to grow in

The

The

Southern

Questions.

Washington correspondent

Colored

of the

Boston Post gives the following, as the
state of the exciting issues at Washing-

.Recognition,

The

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Fader this head Don Piatt, writing from
to the Cincinnati Enquirer,
lias some entertwined truth and philoso-

terrible

western grasshopper causes. They appear
to increase and thrive in the better pastures of the cultivated plains, and to cause

rriiLISUED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING EY
Relating to Chamber- pliy. lie says—
S I M PSOX
II
lain's written protest to Hayes, he says—
Now that Fred. Douglass is fairly in- W 1 L U A M
EDITOR AND I’ROITIIETOR.
The paper in question is an instalment stalled in n fat office, one Langston, who
In advance, *2.00 a year:
Subscription Terms.
of the riot act. being the first of a .series has all Fred's noise without his eloquence,
within tin* year. *2.b0: at the expiration of the
of chapters which will follow.
It tells is being pushed for the Agricultural bu*3.00.
year,
Mr. Hayes in the first place that he reau that National pumpkin and squash
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
that is merely a roost for
conservatory
is
unable
to
maintain
himof length in column.) *1.00 for one week, and 2d
(Chamberlain)
self without the troops, but it also re- a strange agricultural production who cents lor eaeli subsequent insertion. A fraction of
minds Hayes that if the troops had not knows nothing about agriculture: and a square charged as a full one.
been sent to South Carolina lie (Hayes) looked at from this point of view, LangThe
are authorized agents for the
could not have secured its electoral vote ; ston is the fittest man in the country for Journal:following
knows
the
less
about
place. Langston
that the condition of society towards the
S. R. Niles. No. 0, Tremont St.. Boston.
S. M. Pettengikk. A Co., fi State St.. Boston,
white Republicans and the blacks is no agriculture than he does about any other
and
37 Park Row. .V Y.
better to-day than before the election, subject, and when one gets down to that
.Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston.
ion

on

Sunday.

and that if the Federal army was necessary to secure equal rights and protection
before the law prior to and on the seventh
of November, the same necessity now exists; that if the President withdraws the
troops it will be considered as evidence
that there was tin agreement made on
his behalf by Foster and Mathews, that
the. troops were to he withdrawn when he
(Hayes) wtts inaugurated. Chamberlain
says that if lie (Hayes) withdraws the
troops the Republicans of the South will
believe that the Southern Democrats did
enter into an agreement to let the electoral count proceed, with an understanding that the State of South Carolina and
Louisiana were in return to be handed
over to the White League and other kindred organizations on a basis agreed upon by
Hampton and himself; that the
Southern Republicans will hav e no protection; that they will be ostracised in
their political and social relations, and
that the parly as an organization will be
completely stamped out. Chamberlain
also reminds Hayes that he has heeded
too much the advice of the allies of
Hampton, who merely presented to him
the exterior of peace and amity until
they eati secure what lie claims. The
document throughout breathes a tone of
defiance, and serves as a gentle reminder
that the Hoops are just as necessary now
m Columbia to uphold a Republican Government a they were before the election
to ensure a Republican majority.
The
papei ha.; made a deep impression upon
Hayes, and foreshadows that the carpetbag dynasty are not going to allow them.elves to be snuffed out without a vigorous parting kick.
LATER.

THE TROOPS TO UE Wit HljRAWX.

Washington, April ■!. President Hayes
is reported as saying that imt two members of the Cabinet have not yet decided
in favor of the withdrawal of tiie troops
from the State House in Columbia, S. C.,
and that they have only simply not made
up their minds. He has therefore determined to remove the troops at once, and
the order will probably be issued Tuesday.
There is no probability that Chamberlain's propositions will be favorably enter
mined. Chamberlain lias written another
lettei which covers fourteen pages, and
contains an elaborate review of the South
Carolina situation.
Major Burke, of Louisiana, i reported
as
being in possession of the original
agreement made by Matthews, Cordon
and others, including .Senator Sherman,
which preceded the Matthews-Foster fetters, anil which, while he declines at present to publish, he says has not been violated in any of the provisions by either
party.

It is stated that the instructions to the
Louisiana Commissioners, drawn by Hearts, will be submitted to the President
to-day. Paekardarid Xieholls are to agree
in a Legislature, composed of those whose
seats are not contested by either party,
under the lieturning Board. After organization the question of contested seats is
in be settled, and then the Legislature is
to canvass the vote for and declare who is
elected Coventor. The man thus declared
elected to be recognized by the Federal
Cnvernmelil.
The Commission is authorized to say to
Packard and Xieholls that the President
approves this plan. Should they refuse
acceding to them, the Commission will
make such an adjustment as hath can
In case of a failure to reach
agree upon.
iVA vvaitff.Wrt.';' ililU'V-IUlTfuTer and 'basis of
their respective claims, popular feeling
towards each, the ability they have respectively to maintain themselves unaided by the federal authorities, and such
other facts as may come under their observation, will be tbe subject of a report
by the Commission to the President.
Judge Lawrence will be President of the
Commission.
\t a Cabinet meeting this
morning the
Secretary of War was directed to prepare
an order transferring tile
troops from the
State Mouse in Columbia. S. C., to their
•■amp.
When Hamjitoii was informed this afternoon in advance of otlieial notification
that an order would be issued for the removal of troops from the State House, lie
expressed himself much gratified, but said
it was iiw inure than lie expected from the
principles announced iu the Inaugural \d
dress.
He called this afternoon to take leave
of the President and thank him for the
withdrawal ot the troops, repeating the
assurances given in bis recent letter, that
till liould share alike in the
protection of
law and not doubting his ability to piv
erve peace
lie does not apprehend that
< hainlierlaiu will lake
any action with regard to the custody of tiie State House
Hampton leave-: Washington lor Columbia to-night.
**jvsiuj.uxus.

melnrinal01
ljnuu.
'iu to Gen. Huger to remove the
troops
h orn the Stati House at Columbia to their
amp i.; being prepared by tlie Secretarv
nt War, but will not be sent to Gen.
Huger
"t made public until to morrow.
Gen.
Sherman was closeted with Secretary .McCrary some time before the preparation
of the order was commenced.
It will be in the nature of a general despatch to Gen. Huger and not a General
order through tlie accustomed military
channels. It is generally believed the order will not lie sent until submitted to the
Cabinet to-morrow.
Governor Chamberlain, on being in
formed through newspaper channels of
the decision of the Cabinet, remarked :
It ends the struggle and makes General
Hampton practically Governor.” chamberlain will start for Columbia to-morrow
night. He 14ml an engagement to dine
with the President this evening.

Special

to

N. V.

Graphic,

a

telegram

from Gov. Packard was received here yesterday in which lie declined to,listen to
any term.-' of compromise front ,'he Coin
mission, stating that lie would accept
nothing short of unconditional recognition of Ids rights as Governor of Louisiana.
Tile Argus says that Wednesday evening, Warren Darling, Harrison Niles, Vilen Darling and :mi started from
liangor
to drive over to Kemluskeag over the
new road, with a good
span of horses.
They got as fat as the covered bridge,
ibout three miles this side of KeudusHere the swollen
keag, and crossed.
waters cross the main road, and as they
were
driving along, just after passing the
bridge, the swift current swept team and
all into the river. Two of the men—-Allen Darling and young
Darling—clung
together, being swept down by the rushing waters, and came to a jam of ice,
where they succeeded in
escaping in safety. The other two -Warren Darling and
Harrison Niles kept also
together, anil
reached some alders, but not being able
to save themselves in this
way, it was
proposed hv Darling to let go their hold
and try to reach a point of land some little way below. They therefore let
go,
and Darling succeeded in reaching the
place. Nothing was afterwards seen of
Niles. The team was also lost. Search
has been made since for the body of Mr.
Niles, but up to Friday morning it had
not been found. All the parties lived in
Hudson.
It was a Now Jersey wife who said:
“My dear,
it you eau t drink bad coffee without
abusing me
how is it that you can drink bad
whiskey without
abusing the barkeeper V
The Constitution says that all States shall be
the Senate. Yet, in wanton
violation of this, Illinois sends a man weighing 360

equally represented in
pounds.

it reduces Homicpatliv to the imperceptible.
As for this agricultural concern, it is a
tiling of fungus growth from tin- confused
heads of ignorant law -makers,
because
agriculture is tin■ foundation of our national prosperity, it was thought nccessa
ry to give it recognition at W asliington.
I use the word “thought" in the foregoing
sentence from lack of words necessary to
explain my meaning. The fact is, it was
a lack of thought that caused the Solons
not to see that all agriculture with us needed was to be let alone. If it could escape
the robbery that comes in the shape of
bounties to certain interests, miscalled
protection, that augments the cost of all
the farmer has to purchase, especially in
the shape of iron, it would be doing well
enough, and could well spare this bureau.
The concern is popular wi'li members of
Congress for its reports made up of essays
on bugs, statistical publications that no
one can rel\ on, and for its xupply of seed,
all of which, gotten up at public expense,
are furnished t ongresstuen as means to
electioneer upon.
1 lien il

1

ICJlCSSOr
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IIKIMV

mUlllllO,

'll

about forty-live or fifty years of ape. lie
was born a slave in \ irgiuia, and. as lie
was not only emancipated by the will of
bis master, but subsequently educated in
Ohio. 1 am told, by means left with the
emancipation, he probably has Caucasian
blood in his veins of the proud old Commonwealth. From twenty-one until today lie lias been u hungry, persistent anil
man, there is not enough in him to justify
his election to tie dog-peltcr or fenceviewer of a township. Hut as surly old
Sam Johnson said of the parrot, "It is
not that she talks well, but that site talks
at all, Madam, that is amazing,” so we
say of the citizen of African descent.
Professor John is as full of conceit as be
is ignorant no uncommon combination
and his flow of words is perfectly astounding. I heard him once deliver a
stump speech that made Colliding hide
his diminished head. The eloquent New
York Senator c an throw a wider denser
fog-bank of words about an idea, than
any man living, but Langston can build
his fog-bank about nothing.
It docs not seem to strike these
gentlemen that lo reward a man on account
oi bis color i,. as false in
principle its to
enslave him lor the same reason, and to
give an olflce lo such a condensed essence
ol animated miasma as John
Langston
because be i. of African descent i- to
justify tile1 basis of African slavery. Fred

Douglass

is

really

a

man

of

genius,

and

such is remarkable without regard to
color oi previous condition of servitude.
Hut John M. is not of this sort.
as

Tile

Oxford

County

Murder

Trial.

Rams, March 2!i.
The trial of lantlm
J. .Morgan ami Sophrunia .1. lobby I'm' the
murder oi the Morgan woman's infant
child last November, \\u euinineneed in
tin' S. .1. Court here to-day.
Attorney
General Kitten and the County Attorney
appearing for the State, and l>. R. Hast
ings for respondent, who plead not guiltv.
Alter the opening Rosaltha I;. Crooker
was called and testified to tin1 circumstances oi tlie birth of the child and the
threats of the mother that she would take
its life.
Rams, March .‘Ml.
in llit- Supreme
Court in the Morgan child-murder ease,
Mr. Hustings made his opening
argument
tor the defence and called the two
respondents to the stand, who detailed the oil
cumstanees attending the birth, death
and burial of the < 11iId, explaining what
ever threats they had made and the acts
and circumstances deemed more or less
suspicious and tending to establish the
theory that the child mine to it-, death
Iron) disease or from an overdose of alcohol
gh on it by Airs. Crooker before she
brought it to Libby's, which is the theory
ol tlie defence.
They testified Unit the
child was brought, to their house
Saturday
morning, in which state ii remained until its death in the afternoon. This closed
the testimony.
Rams, Alarcli til. Mr. Hastings summed
tip tile ease for the defence ibis morning
and the Attorney General followed with
the closing argument lor the State.
.Judge
Harrows occupied about an hour in his
charge to the jury.
The jury were out four hours when
tin y returned a verdict of
“guilty of murder in the second degree"
against both
prisoners. They were remanded to jail
and will lie sentenced on Monday.
Murder

of

a

Father

by

liis

Son.

Usiio.v Falls, March HI. At Bowdoin
lust night while Deacon Alfred Cox’s son
"as m church
sitting with other

hoys
slight disturbance, tin;
lather told the son to go forward and oc-

making

some

cupy another seat. The son took his hat
and left the church, the father
following
immediately. Taking him bv the arm
he began talking to him, when the bov
wrenched himself from his father's grasp
and ran home, which was about u quarter
of a mile from the meeting house.
Seizing a large shot gun, he overtook his
father as he was nearing the house and
discharged the weapon into his stomach,
killing him almost instantly. He lived a
few minutes and
spoke to his son. The
boy now realizing what he had done, ran
to the church and informed the
congregation of his terrible deed. The excitement was intense.
Nothing like this hits ever happened in
the quiet town of Bowdoin.
This boy
has always been regarded as a
quiet anil
peaceable lad. He is the only son, and
the father set the world by him. The
boy
has been arrested.

great anxiety for the future of the most
fertile portions of the country. It is set
fact that in the year 1875 ten
thousand persons were driven out of the
state of Kansas by grasshoppers, dust
down

how many grasshoppers arc required to
such an army of settlers beyond
state lines and send them into temporary
or permanent exile is not stated, and the
fact will

—

Executors and Cuardians
desiring their advertisements published in the Jour
mil will please so state to the Court.

Plan

The

Pacification.

ol'

If the purpose of the administration,
promised conservative course to-

in its

wards the South, was to break the power
of the Democratic party in that section,
as the President is reported to have said,
the plan lias experienced a signal failure.
There was In the inaugural a good send

system

*
qually to all classes' All rights of personal property ami citizenship shall In* securely guarded
without reference to race, color or political ditler
I desire further to state that if the troops
cnees.
are withdrawn from the State House, and military
interference shall cease, i guarantee to maintain
my otliec. and neither 1 nor those associated with
me will seek other redress or assert other rights
than through legal methods and peaceful instru

mentality.
Hut it .slmuM lit- ivnifiuhori'il that these
nut

new.

just

as

his inaugural message was
his present talk, and that
large following of colored men,
its

frank

as

he has a
who are as thoroughly devoted to hint
the white citizens are. There can be

he accurately

:

now

swarms

looked upon

enemies

as

man

ureauen

more

to be

lonmu

savage
able have these insects become tlat empire states lind it impossible to resitt their
moes.

encroachments

or

of tiieir visitations,

no

dosuuetion
of drouth,

arrest the

in

seasons

grasshoppers breed untold millions.

Home

supplies of food are soon exhanstei', and
then they take wing and fly to mure productive climes hundreds of nfl/es away,
it is

may contribute valuable infirmation in
regard to locust tear., indicating the

coming

seasons

of drouth

and

in this

way prepare the farmer tu devise plana
to rescue at least some portion of hi
So fat.
crops from their insatiable maw
however, it has mattered little what the
information has been, the mean of re:

cuing growing crops from the ravenous
rapacity of the gra. hopper have not been
discovered.
llii* recent

Connie

ping
shape

The idea first took practical
at the Omaha meeting of western

(inventor

it

w

ho

.special])

recommended

the general government. A writer
who appears to lmve given much thought
to the subject makes the suggestion that
the government has provided a well organized eorps <it weather ohserv eitint a

as

number of competent entomologists shall
take the lii-lcl under government auspices.
In elaborating this idea the writer oil' the

opinion that "not only should the border
states, especial!) Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa employ entomologists, following the liberal policy of Missouri. which for
stall'

eight

has had

tears

a

entomologist, whose reports have

proved of incalculable practical v aliu
the people of that state, but the habit,

to

of

the locust need lirstol'allto be thorou.ifhly studied in the territories, particularly
in Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Dakota,
null. New Mexico, Arizona and in he
A commission
state of Colorado.

new

of entomologists should be appointed to
make a thorough study of the locusts itv
the territories mentioned."
The action of the general government
■■*' *’.>sf int■*>*was demanded, in v:--"
i,
,n'e oi such national
importance that a refusal to take them
tinder its fostering care and protection
would he little less than suicidal.

the

of the movement to

value of

The

secure

gov-

of this

500.ooo.otio.

amount, it is estimated that

of about

I’or thisoi some other

controlling

rea-

the administration chooses to handle
the Louisiana question much more ten-

The treatment of the ease takes
the form of a commission of five, with in

derly.

a

thousand other

species

of in-

sects which ailed pur

cereals, linage and
held crops, fruit trees and shrubs, garden
vegetables, shade and ornamental trees,
as well as our hard wood and
pine forests, and stored trims, and h will

mi

he

siruetioiis to investigate and report. The thought an exaggeration to pm our anmen who hate been tendered and have
nual losses at about $200,000,000.'
It is not surprising,1 therefore, iu v iew
accepted positions upon this commission
are ('. 15. Lawrence, of
Chicago, ex-chief ot this array ot ligures, hat aid i; ex
justice of the state : Wayne MeVeagh, of peetecl from the general government to
Penn., son-in-law of Cameron; John M. arrest the destruction by the insect ene-

Harlan, formerly governor of Kentucky ;
cx-governor John C. Brown, of Teun.:
and ex-governor Joseph li. Hawley, of
Conn.
The political sentiments of the
commission

-McVcagh
Harlan i.

mixed. Lawrence and
conservative Republicans.
old fashioned Whig, and lias

are

arc
an

been

mies of agriculture.
It i believed that
with care and forethought, based on the
observation of tacts by scientific men,
that from $.50,000,000 to $100,000,0001 an
he saved annually, and the recommends
tion is mad.- that the ‘‘most etiicioni w.iv
is for the states iuteresledtoco-oper.de

anything else. Brown is a with Ihe general government in the apDemocrat, and Hawley is a Republican, pointment of salaried entomologist.;, and
'these gentlemen will he instructed simply ot a l ailed .States commission of entomo
never

to go down there and labor to effect a sal

logists, who should, perhaps, combine the

islaetory adjustment of differences. The
commission is well made up in respect to
the character of the gentlemen conipo:
ing it. The question is whether it ought
to lie constituted at all.

results of

the President is to he
intention to pacify the
disturbances in those states. It is natural that lie should desire the easiest, saf-

should lie adopted.”
Now that the matter has assumed a
practical shape, there is hope that ex-

and least t rouhlesome road tot hat end.
It is to he hoped that the purpose may he.

est

accomplished. Blit as

the state otlieials and issue

gardeners from week to week as to what
enemies should he guarded against, and
what preventive and remedial measures

an

outset, the fond

not therefore confided to them.
to ascertain and

remarked at the.
anticipations of disrupt-

have

They

arc

report what the real im-

pediments are to legal and peaceful procedure under the constitution and laws,
and what course can he taken fora .settle-

A meeting of the business men of Portland. last week, called to consider the
business depression of the city, adopted a

resolution that there

pression.

was no

business de-

and adjourned.

file statement of

a

How a

a

think.

nee, we

Observations ol' Men and Things.

Gouoralitioa.

BY Otn: GEORGE.

Hoil. Mugone Hale arrived at his hotne in Mil*
worth, on Thursday hist.

of the honorable ;m<l
To Our George: As
much respected fraternity to which belonged Elijah
of old, 1 ask is there no defender of bald headed
men ?
They arc daily assailed in public places and
in the press, and no one girds on armor for their
defence.
One ok the Hairless.
Belfast, March, 1877.
My friend, you have got me "where the hair is
one

short,"

to your
rescued

headed

cannot be saved that way. evidently.
know where to take hold of this subject.
Although a small thing, there is tremendous power
in a hair. It is as strong as love of country. I
have known cases where a single hair was abb* to
man

more

careful about

printing

hi

Bes-

pat eh rThe heavy rain and freshet took the ice
out ot the Penobscot liver oil .Saturday,
and

Bangui

teameis. imvv go to

A Topeka
burglars, otm

ate

ev«-r

man

ait

and

erow

1

can

<

barrel

our

oi

alcohol

la

Weie

s

week

found boating ne:u Cape Ann—“spirits
from tile vasty deep

The
young;

Black
men

Hills

lever

ott

rallying

the streets,

a

Maine.

pa-

hooted at by the hoodlums

was

were

looking through

oil

want

uinoreii.i,

an

w

mm

nave is

\ou

I

W

:
1

November. Rather a hard show this, for
people who don’t like to In* shot or knocked
the head.

The number is increasing
who believe it is well to show pity for the
murderer’s victims, and protection for
on

those who
Order

are

lor

liable

to

Hem oval

become victims.

of

Washi\i.ton, April

the

'l'roopa.

The

following

idler lias been written In ttie President
and sent to the Secretary of Wat to day
Execi ‘ftvi: Mansion.
/
Washington, Ypriltt, 1877. y
Siu:
Prior to my entering upon the
duties of the Presidency, there had been
stationed, l>\ order of my predecessor, in
the State House at Columbia, South Car
olina, a detachment oi I'niiod Stales Infantry. Entiling them in that place, I have
thought proper to delay a decision of the
question of their removal, until I could
consider and determine whether the condition of affairs in that Stan- i.. now such
as to either require or.justity theeonl imieil
military occupation of the State* House. In
my opinion there does not now exist in
that State such domestic violence as is
contemplated by the Constitution, as the
ground upon which the military power of
the National Government may be invoked
for the defense of the State.
There are, it is true, grate and serious
disputes as to the rights of certain claim
ant' to the Chief Executive oliicc of that
Stale; but they are ti> lie settled and de
termined, not by the Executive of the
Cnited Stales, Imt by such orderly and
peaceable methods as may be provided
by the constitution and laws of the stale.
I teel assured that no resort to violence
is contemplated in any quarter, but that
on the contrary
the disputes in question
are to lie settled
Solely by sill'll peaceful
remedies as the constitution and law of
the State provide.
I uder these circumstances and in this
coulidenec, I now deem it proper to take
action in accordance with the principles
announced when I entered upon the (Illlies of the Presidency.
Von arc, there-

that the proper orders
arc issued for the removal of said
troops
h'om the Slate House to their
previous
of
It.
li.
Haves.
place encampment.
Hon. Geo. W McCrary, Secretary of War.
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at'liicago paragraph**!-. whoaiirr
theatre, when 1here were a lar
numher of bald headed men in the audieuee thuulltlded to it
"iatokili::'down fr*»m the gallerv on
tin; heads of tin* audience, ii seetui-d
quet was paved wiiii c,»hhl«* ;0.m
I

oil***

knew

a

watch

a

ii

lilt- |mi

maker win* h.-iu*

h.ild

headed. colieei v e*l the idea of insulting into his
head. 1 he mov ement of a waleh. connecting ii on
the outside vv ith hand
He then had a dial paint
c«l

oil

his bald eraiiium. and the hands revolved

with great accuracy. He wound ii up tlir**n.;li his
ear.
He told me that he found if quite e.»nv «-nieiil
al

night,

when

he awoke,

as

all In- ha*l to do

was

feel upon his head, and he could i*-ll c'aclli
What time it vv as.
Tile last tribute to balded headed men. was that
paid by the woman whose husband was remark
to

ably bald.

He died, and she could not hear tin*
thought of having him laid avvav out of her sight,
so she had him embalmed, and dressed up in his
Sunday clothes, and the top of his head gilded.
Then she had Ids eyes and brains and other inter
mil improvements removed, and had him securely
bolted astride the ridge pole, on tin* gable end of

ing the Democratic party in the process
can no longer he cherished.

-qhe

Tine.-

p

found

Hospital, proved

m

tie-

i.-Met-ue

very lively time is predicted in the
Republican State Convention this sumA

The editor of the. Lewiston Gazette has.
taken the trouble to write to Mr. Wood
about it, who replies that the statement
is absurd as it is groundless. “That eminent statesman and true patriot,”says
Mr. Wood, meaning Mr.
“had
then and has yet

mer, consequent upon personal ambitions
and the arranging of the elements under
the new national policy. The pulling and

hauling has already begun.

Tilden,

our

fullest confidence.”
-•

--—--

✓

The missing Oakey Hall has been seen
in London. He went over
a

by

steamer from

Boston,

freight

it is said that the
is that ho had been
called to contribute $ I (HI,(KM) to the settlement being made by Tweed with the
cause

of his

authorities.

flight

Congressman Hale is reported to have
become liberal in ltis views, and as saying that bayonet rule in the South has
endured long enough. Say, rather, that
it lias endured too

Congressman

long,

Mr. H.

Hale declined

reception tendered him
borne at Ellsworth.

on

a

his

public
arrival

has instructions to begin proceedings as
orders for the withdrawal of the
troops are issued. There are indications
that more may come of the proceedings
than is generally supposed. Justice Miller is reported to be out of all patience
with Haves and in full sympathy with
Blaine and the opposition to the Administration, which is growing daily. When
the case comes before the Supreme Court
it will have authority to take up the ease
as a question of law aiulfact.
it can easily lie seen that it will then be in the power of Miller to either bulldoze
Hayes into
acquiescence with the Blaine-Chandler
of
the party or take his office aw ay
wing
from him. At any rate the suit is to be
pressed vigorously' and the developments
are likely to be interesting.
Hayes is reported to be uneasy.
soon as

The town of Albion has no debt, no suit at law,
and no unsettled claim, and tho treasurer has on
hand $‘200 worth of State bonds.

outside of his head, and the other is hawled
the inside.

on

Mr. Blaine, dining with Evarts, Selnirz,
and others in Washington, the other day,
was asked how he liked the policy of
President Hayes, lie answered by telling a story. A party of gentlemen went
on a fishing trip in Maine.
A rule was
made that the first man who complained
of the cooking should turn to and cook
until somebody else complained. At the
very first breakfast the man who proposed
this rule took a biscuit and bit it. “Thunder! how salt this is!’’ he exclaimed, “hut
I like it—1 like it!”
tell what a bain thinks !" poetically
inquires l)r. Holland, and millions upon millions
of people have given up the conundrum. [Boston
Post.] From the hungry calls they make semi-oceasioually probably their thoughts iuav be interpreted to mean that it is a longtime between drinks.
“Who

can

[Washington

Star.
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.Mr. Milton S. Latham, a San Francisco millionaire. has just received overland two fast steamers
to idv Let wee11 that port and Nanealito and Sail
flic boats eosl -I'Jd.UUII apiece and will
L’atael.
miles an hour with ease, 'flic curious
register
fac t about them is that the\ were built entire at
<liven Point. New York. then taken apart, the
pieces mimbered and finally shipped by rail to San
Francisco. '.'10 ears being required for the purpose.

Tim Colfax. Cal., papers state that it is
generally
believed that some Chinamen who are minim: iii
that vicinity have found a lump of gold larger than
.Men who have caught
any other ever discovered.
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tlier*- have been Wight murders ill Maine. These
are. (I) April I. l-aae b. Cage’s of his wifi.* in t’hel
seat
.Max -M. Thomas Kinu’s of )i is daughter in
\\ aldohoro; (J) May
.laei.b S. U emu's of his 11 l‘i 11 green hair: and your u *le eaii keep it t rim tiled
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* me
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The lir.-t robwi of the

day last.

!>•* i*sin-i.l from the War

soon

after
admiring her

while

you. You push your eyes
back into their places, ami wipe the perspiration
from your fare, feeling as much exhausted
though you had been wrestling with an angel.
And ull this caused simply by a hair
This is no

hey are going to send Minister Bussell necessary’ is for me
represent us somewhere else, and will Scripture a little You

Green grass appears here and there in sheltered

in Washington t<» their regular station.

now

return to

your note

order will

An

partinont immediately

molasses.

maple

had two line storms in March

we

places.

till n.mmmiim lieA faithful Mrooklyn dog iruins of the burned tlieatre. *i-eklu-: !'->r hi ma*
ter who perished in the Halim*

you till that hair is removed. You cough and gag
and spit; your eyes stand out like picture knobs,
while the tears roll from them as heartily as if they
were engaged for a funeral; you gusp and heave,
and endeavor to reach both hands down your throat
at once; your toothbrush slips from your grasp
and falls into the slop jar: your stomach refuses
to be comforted;
seconds are lengthened into
hours, till dually you succeed in extracting the
hair with y our linger. Then tin* pleasures of life

as

It is thought

Parker Mayo, a negro, was foil ml hanging life
for attemptiiiless t<» a tree near Walton. k\
liherties with s-vend female-.

bristles of a toothbrush and then accidentally lo-e
it in your mouth, and have one end gently tickle
your palate while the other rests on the roots of
your tongue, and no subject has any interest for

but i-

are

Annie KoaeJi of Lawn-in
damage*
from l>. Parr. .Jr., an ex preaelmr. who made an
assault
lmr.
indecent
upon

in a fish ball, or arranged in an artistic monogram
in a ball of butter. It is these little hair lines in
tiie picture of life that causes the incident- to
stand out so boldly. A hair i* not as big as an
earthquake: but weave oue deftly through the

fancy sketch that l have painted,
life as a twenty-live cent elivomo.

About time for fritters ami

in Nebraska, and gras*
out and

warm

■*

"Ktburial mildness.* ••Gentle Spring,’*
This is what you always bring.

reported as being hatched
very active in some place*.

a hearty meal out of a man. when tin* hair was
simply drawn across a biscuit, or neatly coiled up

I

be

The weather i

hoppers

lift

But to

to

Michael C'rossin of Philadelphia wa.s bitten by a
terrier on i'hristmas eve. lie died oil i hurst lay
from hydrophobia.

Drowning persons arc generally
by seizing them by their hair, but a bald
rescue.

more

Miss bertha Von Hillem succeeded in walking
mile* in 1 wclve consecuti ve hours at Providence.

.’»()

heels and frowzled hair.

Slipshod

Twittering birds and lowing kine.
Carpets Happing on the line.
Zephyrs rippling sunlit bav,
Picked up dinners every day.
Fleecy clouds in genial sky,
Wife with tempests in her eye.
Springing grass and swelling buds.
Mop and duster, slop and suds

Kansas says she does’! want any more lawyers
unless they know how to catch grasshoppers.

hardly

I

Herodotus

sun.

[Original.]

signs of si'king.

Sunny sprites on hillsides gray.
Storing Winter's robes away.
Hustling women full of care.

The Turkish navy consists of 1 In vessel*, carry
in4 77* prims, and maimed by Id,038men.

rather 1 have got you. and really 1 ue
that I have some hesitancy in coming

or

News of tho City and County.

There's nothing now under tlm
mentions the blue glass theory.

knowledge

once

Supreme Court Mill
by I'ildeii against Hayes, tor the Presidency, is to he taken with some grains of

weekly bulletins, perhaps in combination
with the reports of the weather signal
bureau, as to the conditions of the in
sect world, forewarning
farmers and fore, directed

We think that

credited with

issued, although

we

space to print them to-day. They are
told that the facts of the late election have
been fully inquired into, and that duty is

to

products to
the amount of $2()0,000,000 are destroyed
tiously by the administration, although by insects alone. Professor Riley is of
tlie questions to he determined do not es- the opinion that losses during l$74 from
sentially ditler from those in South Caro- locusts exceeded $15,000,000 in the stale
lina. Hut there is one important difference ot .Missouri, and in other western states
in the atliiudes of the two states regard- the amount is set down at $15,000,000.
ing' the right of Hayes to his position. His The estimated loss by rltinrh bugs in
Illinois in lHd-l was over $7d.ooo.ono and
claim to the electoral vote of South Car
olina is conceded, while his right to 1 hat in Missouri $10,000,000.
■■The average
of Louisiana i.- seriously doubted by more annual loss to the rotton
crop frnin the
I him half the people of the country. The attacks of the cotton
army worm alone
dilemma, so forcibly put by Blaine, in his is estimated at $.50,000,000.
Adding to
appeal in behalf of Kellogg, expresses the these the losses sustained by the attacks

son.

also

are

no

it.

ernmental aid, it is believed, is warrautul
by the figures, which placed the agricultural products of tlic country in I,'70 u

whole matter.

mission

>

no

The Louisiana matter, for some reason,
appears to lie approached much more cau-

party who were bent upon the continuance
of the folly and injustice of military rule.
The instructions to the Louisiana com-

appropriation
Chamberlain has, gone home with a flea
ami ihe appointment of aboard of t-nto
otologists special!) lor iti investigutioii ill hi ear. and the Bangor \\ big 1 tearing
ii hair.
of this post, may do muck towards stop
o\

propriety

we

withdrawing the troops will he found in
to-day's paper. Although lie lias done
nothing more that his clear duty in the
case, lie is entitled to the credit of having
stood lirmly against a faction of his own

that the weatuer bureau

suggested

as

think, of the ultimate withdrawal ol tile troops, and the, melting
away of the Chamberlain faction.
question,

never

The country is to be congratulated on
the settlement of the vexed South Carolina question. The order of the President

which the year prement without the exercise of military powvious started out from their Roek\ Mouner. The commission are desired to endeavof
devastation. Of
tain home on a mission
or to effect an agreement
upon one legislalate years the visitations of these Kooky
ture, which by its authority shall compose
Mountain locusts to remote sectionsof the
disputes in the co-ordinate departments.
country have been more frequent, until The
President expresses his anxiety to
at last they have created widespread
withdraw the military at the earliest posalarm. The great breeding pluses art*
sible moment.
the far western territories, and they are
of

offspring

SCBSCRIBEKS remitting money or desiring to j
haw the address of papers changed, must state the
Po.-t office to which the paper has been scut, as
well as tlie office to which it is to go.

|

probably

In this connection it is stated
that the grasshoppers which drove ten
thousand people out of Kansas were the
known.

Administrators.

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
!.» Ma\ 78. means that the subscription is paid to
that date. W hen a new payment is made, the date
will be changed to correspond, and SCBSCRIB
EKS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

as a

remove

;■ Deo. P. Rowell A' Co.. 40 Park Row. New York.
{ Bates A Locke. 31 Park Row. New York.

dependents saul
Congressmen fetch to Washington. who
have to lie provided for hy the Govern
off in the direction of fairness, so far as
ment.
Over on the Island, as it i. ealied,
words went, but the act has been delayed
between the Smithsonian Abbey
or,
since the w omen ba re been taken in inch so lone a to beget a suspicion of insinlarge numbers, the Convent and that cerity
Maine’. fiery arraignment of the
broken shaft to the memory ot the imthe scolding invective of
administration,
mortal George \\stands a huge .square
Wendell Phillips, with the assaults of the
building of brick of that sty le of architecture known West as the Conestoga tal
press representing the extreme ideas of
lion
To any one posse- ed of architec- the party, caused a halt. The original
tural or any other taste, it i.-. enough to
scheme may ho pushed along, but it will
cause how Is of anguish.
From the day of
its founder, Isaac Newton—known as Sir he slow and timid compared with the
Isaac, the heat le t old ignorant blowhards rush that had been arranged as for a
that ever burden the lean earth with nil
storming' party..
necessary adipose, to the pumpkin head
tppcaratKv.; now indicate mat N>um
ed son ot Pennsylvania, its present nceu
Carolina
will lie turned ovei lo Wade
the
pant,
Agricultural Bureau Ira been
controlled by not only men who knew Hampton 01 rather that the troop.-, w ill
lie withdrawn, and a; a necessary con
nothing of agriculture that, of course
but by creatures possessed of an uggivequeucc the liayonel propped chair in
sive ignorance in the way of taste that
which Chamberlain rils will topple over.
makes the* surroundings something to pro
1 lie radical pretender has no strength
duee subsequent nightmare.
Phis place is tiie only one al the Na
oilier than the presence of Federal sol
tiuliul Capital Unit alfords diiigings to
did.; gives him, in Keeping lip the merest
the incuuihent and lii.-- family. Ail the
liuvv of a gov ernment. The visit of W ade
of
the
i.
devoted
to
building
upper part
roust, furnished by the Government, while Hampton lo Washington has had a good
the Alderney s. iloulitie-s put -lim ed from ctl'cet, iiis frank utterances concerning
tlic Contiugen* l-'und, graze upon t In*
hi.-, policy of equal justice to citizens of
Government grass; and it the concern
all ciiliits disabusing tile minds of many
Were Well looked into i have no doubt
that il would lie found tilat ill (Mini;, who hud imbibed prejudices against him
coachman, scrubber and chambermaid and his supporters He recently addressed
were all messengers, paid for out of tin*
tn the ITcsideni a letter of which Ihe folTreasury ; while the carriage that carle
the family about town and tin* horses that low ing is the substance
1 am profoundly convinced of your sincere desire
pull the same are paid for in the same loeil'cci
a
of ihe entire country, and
pacification
If these arc in that etlort
easy and charming manner.
I propose to
cooperate with you
not the aliases of the national pumpkin nost
I
reiterate
heartily.
my pledge, that a.stluv
and squash conservatory it dilfers from cnior «d'South Carolina I shall administer the law
all the other departments of Washington. with equal justice to all classes and with constant
t" the Const it utiou of the Cliited Mates,
Gf course this warm, soft place is re- regard
believing that such action will furnish the peace
garded with longing eyes by a large num- ful vindication of the views von have announced
ber ol' needy outsiders, and among others. in your inaugural regarding the right of local self
government. Cmlermy administration the bene
Prolessor John Al. Langston.
iiccm educational
shall be administered
is

lii-.sl
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Grasshopper.

We of the east realize but little of the
calamity that the visitation of the
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Burkett

win.

nt'iehhor. ha- How n
.if improv etneiii and
on tin* w in*'
enterprise t.» hi*.
Iji-h loialitv o,i !In* Main street side oft itv Block
I'
will surprise eii-toim r- to see what a rooinv.
airy and well indited store he ha eon verted the
si.ioon into. Killed with tin* mi-ire and choice stock
thill he intends to keep, it will lie a verv attract
'".i

in

ui;.

v.

,i

ivi-

\ lar-jv and eonvenicni
phti-e li.r customers
carpet room alio' e. e Vcelleni I v aeeomtuodates that
Ursine!: ! the lui-iUess
Our friend Bran murali
win. has fm

ui:tn\ w ars attended to the needs
in ihe dr\ jroods line, and whos.
tuste. judgment and
mteirrily are so well known alt
over the
enmity, will he in future found at Bur
k'-tr-. where lie will he *rlad to see his friends.
1,1

so

I'ltstoiue.

!h'l»v W asuKD Asiioim
we.-U tile dead body oi a

Wednesday of last
washed ashote on
the heaeh at Itoardman's Cove, near the southerh
xtremity ot' Islesbor *. Coroner IVnir ot‘ tbis oil\
was summoned, and ;m impiest
was lield.
Tin*
remains were those of a person of middle age. live
feet seven inches in height, and had the appear
anee of having been in the water for a long time.
The llesh in all exposed parts was decomposed,
which rendered the body unrecognizable
’flic re
Mu

man

clothed in a light colored overcoat,
undercoat. vest, brown and white strip
shirt, black cashmere pants and one
heavy hoot, hut little w orn. In the pockets of the
coat were found a
shaving mug, a pair of mittens,
and a white cotton handkerchief with a
purple
border.
There was no mark about the
mains

were

navy blue
ed cotton

clothing.

>r any thing that would lead to his
identity. The
verdict of the jury was that he came to his death
from causes unknown.
The body was carefully
eared for by the
authorities, and consigned
To the dust, from whence he sprung.
In wept, unhonor'd and unsung."
•
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tli** origin «>t man. and the descent of man. but
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lianerllorsville, and an hour's niareli would take
them into the open country beyond. IJooker was
exultant, and declared that "the enemy must
either iugloriously lly. or come out from his en
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'rcnehmeuts and give battle, where certain de
.-truetion awaits him." Hut just at the needed moment for decision and action. Hooker hesitated
and lost his advantage. When he should have advanced he retreated—when he should have fought
ho moved away. At this moment Stonewall.Iaek>on. with HO,(H)0 men. came down
upon Howard's

They lied

The lighting at other
points was tierce and determined. In the midst of
it. Stonewall Jackson received his death wound.
At night the confederate army was in
great peril
Hut Hooker again lost his head, gave contradictoin

panic.

ry and confusing orders, and lost the advantage.
The Union army roerossed the river, the Confed-

re-occupied their position, and the battle
ended. The descriptions of the battle, in which
< ul.
Fogler participated, were very interesting.
The next lecture will he delivered on
Monday
evening next, by Seth L. Milliken. Subject—The
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»f hoots and shoes, and it is
always tie to take his
word
John Atwood A* n., ul' Hosiun. advertise a
imw seed potato, the Humboll.
Il is spoken hiyli
ly of. Frilehetl A Francis are receiviny nevvyoods
—

assignee's sale of the bankrupt
Alden.— Finery Hoardman. F.-ip.

everyday.-

-See

t-ite

«'

t !l

is

an

professional card. Tin* Fsijiiire will
be found prompt,
yenticmanly and obliyiny. Her
V'-.\ aiimuume another lot of jewelry, shears. Ac
-d’aleiii vulcanised riiliher coated pipe bv A. I>.
Ins

mmnees

—

Attention is called to the musical class
that is to lie funned at the Methodist church, under
ilm instruction of H. H.
Hryant.
licensed in
lovvii, up to the end of .March.Another youuy
man recently picked
up another mail luy. about a
mile above the villaye.
Fnele Sam’s sacred rccep
lade- i>t letters and lliinys appear to be handled
very areles-lv.

Sevcuty-nine doy

The thaw ami rain hist week caused
this vicinity. Five **1 the lary.
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Cattle

the abu.e Bank are hereby
the annual meeting will he held at
their Banking Room on Wfdn fsi.ay April lMh,
1
at 1 o'clock P. M.,fur choice of
Corporation
Pllieer* for the ensuing fear, ami for t he transaction
“1 any other busim -s that mav
legally come before
litem. Per Order,
JOHN It.
lMin Sec\.
is.;.
-.'wla
Belfast, April

S50 reward
tilt* abo\

j

$150.

common

$2’5a5o. ;
are

of

Bella t,

The Pacific .Mail steamship Colon,
which sailed iYoni New York lor Aspin
wall last month. took out a large lot of
animals lor a California menagerie, in
eluding a huge rhinoceros.
During a
heavy storm oil' Cape liatteras tile cage
in which tlie I least was confined broke its
lashings, and the rhinoceros, by some
bard battering against the side,
managed
to live himseli, and
instantly tipped up
and killed a \altlable horse, intended lor
the Piv.ident ot Peru, which wa
lied
near him
lie then charged on the sur
gcoli's stateioom and killed two pel dogs,
the oliicor barely escaping; by
jumping
through a window into the eabhi. Cap
tain Criftin then liivd at the monster, but
only enraged him tile more, and he
charged about the deck in such a frantic
manner tts to drive all the passengers and
tew below.
He was tinallv secured bv a
las o. and again placed in ids cage.

|

Ladies’

<’.5a08 Mill on
*‘.8 Lamb

1.50Turkey
1.25 Chicken

Bye
Barley
Hats
Beans

Potatoes,

Apples
Dried Apples

Butter

Cheese
Fggs
Bound llog
Pork Back
Lard
Beet

Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

75 Fou l
50 (.iee.se
t7.o0a2.r5 Duck
75a05 Hay
50a75 Straw
7aS Washed Wool
-2a25 Unwashed
lria.10 Hides
15 Calf Skins
7 Lamb
12 Hard Wood
llal5Sott
halo Shorts per ct.
7 Lime
0:i7 Butter Salt
4 Plaster

SPECIAL

Sum KiNi; Srnia.
Ten year, ago
•loiin T. Ciliuan, formerly eiliior of ihe

Portland Press, ran away with the wile
"f Captain Thomas Young, In
Minneapolis. Minnesota. Captain Young Inis since
died, and i'ue years ago, il is staled, Cil
man and Mi
Young were married. Two
years a Iter t he marriage. M r Young, then
.Mrs. Ciliuan, became insane and was Dually sent to an asylum, leaving her children
t" the care ol ciliuan.
cilman lias now
been arrested for seducing Iter daughter,
Lizzie !•'. j oung, a girl of l.j. The complaint was made by her older brother,
A more shocking stun,
Thomas Youug.
in all its aspects, has rarely been told.

oaoo
(»,8
uaO
lual5
loal.'J

rjnillS
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11uiul
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No. 23 Main Street, BELFAST. ME.
April I, 3-It tf

TI-JIE

Ladies American
AND

thousand

Five

IN)

Hundred

Yards of

E W

to

French.

Hid

Boots

AND

Button

Newport

AND-

FRENCH

Fill &

SHOES.

TIE
E N

S

Calf

moptmij,

:.xiu

ur
Hutua,
n
aiul i«>r 1'ileu.
“The Age of He as on.”
The I it y that went to tin* mill on lmr.sr hack,
carrying the grist ill one end of the hag and a stone
or
in the other, when reproved by the miller, and told
Hands, Salt ltkvuiu, Skin Diseases,
Chapped
the l’oilel and lUith.
to divide the grist, replied that iiis father and
had
carried
it
and
that
he.
grandfather
being
way.
no better than
they, sluml 1 continue to do as they
or Inhaling for Catarrh,
did. Similar, or equally as absurd, reasons arc ae
Consumption, A.sthmu.
counted as sufficient by some to warrant them in
I'or Sale htj all Druggists.
Dr.
Pierce's
indiscriminately condemning
Family
88mosl3
Medicines, even though there is overwhelming
proof that they possess the merit claimed for them.
For many years the (Jolden Medical Discovery has
Intended
been recognized as the leading liver and blood’mcd
i« inc in the market. Each year has brought ail in
March hist, A. 11. Bradbury, Ksq., and Mrs. M. K.
of this city.
crease in its sale, and it is now used
throughout Henderson, both
the civilized world. Thousands of unsolicited tes
tiinoiiialsnre on tile in the Doctor's office,
attesting
MARRIED.
its efficacy in overcoming aggravated coughs, colds, i
throat and lung affections, also scrofula, tumors,
In Swanville, 21st ult., at-the house of the bride's
ulcers, and skin diseases. Are you
suffering with parents, by A. E. Nickerson, Esq., Mr. Isaac K. Mcsome chronic
malady ! if so. and you wish to eui- Keen and Miss Flora E. Morrill, both of Swanville.
In No. Penobscot, March 22d, Mr. Alvin R. Hutchmedicines
that are scientiticallv prepared:
ploy
ins of Penobscot, and Miss Mary It. Blaisdell of Or
that are refined and purified by tin* chemical pro
land.
cess employed in their manufacture: that are
posIn Sullivan March 24th, Mr. John E. Partridge of
itive in their action, and specific to the various I
Orland, and Miss Lizzie A. Inman of Sullivan.
forms of disease for the cure of which they are
In Cushing, March 24th, C. F. Hill and Georgian:!
recommended, use Dr. Pierce's Family Medicines. Burton, both of Cushing.
Full
In Alton, Iowa, March 13th, W. T. Williams, forparticulars in Pierce's Memorandum Hook,
merly of Rockland, and Carrie L. Bcymer, both of
kept for free distribution by all druggists.
Afton.
Your life can be saved by IIuni’s Remedy, i
Hunt’s Remedy cures Dropsy, and all diseases of
the Kidneys, Bladder and Urinary Organs. Hundreds, who have been given up by their physicians Obituary notices,beyond the Date, Name and Age
must bepaidfor.J
to die, have been saved by Hunt’s Remedy, and
In Montville, March 11th, Mr. Joseph Brasier,
are now with us as living witnesses of its value.
aged 84 years.
In Northport, April l9t, Henry Gardner, aged 81
Infallible Eye Wash is the best made.
years, 4 months.

Tar Soap.

inhalers.,

Marriages.

Foreign

LOW

CUT
01

O

ALL

Marble

1877.

Will

First Invoice of loo dozen of these best

SILVER

rt^Call

PLATED KNIVES!

Id red

BOUGHT

tin* Man d facto

in mu

Sold at

Mi former

4a/‘At

no

period in the history of our country lias
even the products

olton and W ooleu fabrics, ami
of Iron, been so cheap as now.
<

Ever

tin*

8

Stock

" ,!l 1111,111

i!

(.eit'l

<

Call

lioice"

and

beats all

others

Examine

at

in this

seen

King

Portland.

Bangor

STEAMBOAT

h

and

Machias

PENNSYLVANIA
Fire Insurance Co.,
OF

PHILADELPHIA.
.January 1st, 1S77.

Capital,

A g ^

$400,000 OO

Mortgages, lirst liens,

Real Estate,
11. It. Canal ami Coal Co.’s Bonds,
United States Bonds,
Pennsylvania State Loan,
Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and other City
Loans,
State of Delaware Loan,
Camden County Loan,
American S«eainship Loan,
Bank and Miscellaneous Stocks,
Cash in Bank and Office,
Cash in Agents’hands,
Accrued Interest,
Loans on Collaterals,

$401,007 00
00,000 00
404,701 00
45,100 00
21,400 00
382,026 00
21,200 00
15,300 00
12,600 00
42,060 no
22,502 11
68,310 44
28,407 50
5,000 oo

$1,675,604 05

All

LIABILITIES.
36,304 15
SCULL, Cen'l Agents, Boston.
COX & FIELD, Agt's, Belfast.
3w4o

A

Weekly Paper
For

25

Cents.

OUR

re-iure-

are

.1-

gray

or

scalp by

I’y

tonic

or

Spring

all

relieve.-.

its

As

i util I urther Notice, anti until the Steamer Lewiston is ready to go on the Machias
Route,

Stock

a

Me.

t 1.1:\AL1 >.

says of it

is

compounded with
and

KID

Colors, onh
the

evert

faded hair to its

CORSETS!

as

25 & 50 Gts, Per Pair.

onthtul color.

eruptions, itching

and

dandruff;

..

becomes white and clean.

its use

GENTS

properties ir restores the capillary

Hayes,

ha- been found

Slate Assutvr of

All

a.

Massachusetts,

FELT SHIRTS
62c & $1.15, such as have
been sold for $1 and $2.

DYE,

nor

arrived,

and

owing

to the

R- P. HALL &
Hold

Spacious

l;/

1,!:

To the Tax

$1.12, 6 for $6 00, all sizes
in Stock

wash oil.

m:i.> in
■o

CO., Nashua,

Druggists

and

Dealers

Payers

ir

Medicine.

imts

of Belfast.

ONE

the Route.

Per Week.

LAB.GE

KATAHDIN.

P. Johnson.
Capt. Wm. R. Roix,
Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday, Wedand
at
o’clock 1* M., commencing
nesday,
Friday
Monduv, April p.
Returning, will leave Boston
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at f» o’clock
IV M., connecting with new Steamer for Castine,
Brooksville and Islands.
J

**

Fare to Boston,
‘‘

$2.50

Good

Advantage,

We make Prices

on

3.65

All treight must be accompanied by Bills of Lading in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on
delivery of goods.
1>. LANK, Agent.

Belfast, April1>77.

Maine Central Railroad.
and alter Monday.April
2, trains will run us follows
Leave Belfast at 7.57*
a.m., City Point, S.02, Brooks
8.32, Knox, 8.52, Thorndike, P.lo, Unity, P.25, arriving at Burnham at P.55 a.m.
Leave Belfast at 3.00 p.m., City Point, 3.07, Brooks,
3.37, Knox, 3.57, Thorndike, 4.15, Unity, 4.30, arriving at Burnham at 5.C0 o.m.
Returning—Leave Burnham at 10.10 a. m., Unity,

given

us a

10.10, Thorndike, 10.53, Knox, 11.00, Brooks, 11.28,
City Point, 12.03, arriving at Belfast at 12.10 a.m.
Leave Burnham at 5.20 p.m., Unity, 5.47, Thorndike, 0.02, Knox, 0.17, Brooks, 0.31, City Point, 0.50,

ON

SALE

at Belfast 7.05 p.m.
1 hese Trains Connect at Burnham with
Boston and Bangor Trains.
40
April 2, 1877.

Bleaching.

<>OI> morning Mrs. Grundy. “O
where
X did you get such a lovely hatGood gracious
Mrs. Gay! “haven’t you heard the news? Why,
Black has a nice lot ol'NKW STVLES, and the
ladies are almost crazy to have their old hats made
over, lie makes them over so nice and cheap, at
the sign of the Straw Works, East side of the river.”
S. A. BLACK.
Belfast, April 2, 1877. 3m40

THE GENUINE

“Mazarine” Blue Glass
FOR

Rem’t Cotton Cloths
41-2 Cts Per Yd.

IxT E W

by Gen. Pleusontun for Curative
Purposes, stimulating

Recommended

Animal Vitality and Vegetation.
dwelling houses tor Sun Baths, also iu hos
pitnls, conservatories, graperies, hot beds, Ac., &c.
send orders to
A. C. BURGESS.
No. 71 Main St., Belfast,Me.
4wds
I'sed in

BELFAST

$0,057.

LAUNDRY!
Goods called for every day.
All classes of work neatly and
promptly executed by

Experienced Workmen.
Orders left at C. H. Sargent’s
Store, No. 8 Main St-, and at
Laundry, Boaver St.
II. S.

EVERY DAY AT

Critchett & Francis.

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.

FOR OLD Oil

McCllntock’s Block.
MAINE.
BELFAST,

LINCOLN

King

Mower?

the bonds of the Kunkakee
in tne hands of Edward Appleton, Charles Adams,
Jr. and Abner I. Benyon, Trustees.
$28,000 ot the bonds of said Kankakee Company,
held as collateral by Charles Cushman, H. E. and E.
B. Maynard, and T. Dean.
NATH’L II. HUBBARD.
Assignee of Hiram O. Alden, Bankrupt.
3w4o
Winterport, March 28,1877.

|

YOUNU,

Just PLeceived at

MRS.

R.

F.

WELLS.

LADIES’

Belfast.

$19,700 of

CLIFFORD.
WSI, B. SAWYER.
Successors to A. S. Nichols.
:(tu39

LADIES’

—

GOODS!

I U f. Cl'RF of

RHEUMATISM. NEURALGIA.&C.,

under lease.
Lot No. lo, assessors sub division of fractional sec
tion 35, 3, 33, R.
East 3d l\ M., state of Illinois,
containing 70 acres, unimproved hind.
Tax title as per deed of Julius <’. Williams, Clerk
of County Court of Will County, Illinois, to undiv ided
quarter in certain lots in Sections 25, 20, and 30, 3,
33, R. 9, 3d P. M., Illinois.
Undivided 3 4 of certain unsold gores, fractions,
lots and parts of lots in Sections and State last
named, as described in decree of foreclosure in
chancery, in 1800.
7,230 acres of land in Texas, as per scrip.
One gold watch and two clocks.
Also
All the interest of said Bankrupt in his homestead
situated on Church street, in said Belfast.
A lot of land with the buildings thereon, at the intersection of Main street with High street, in said

my!

C?1

Blue Glass

amount $25,000.
judgment against the estate of the
Webster, of Belfast, $1,500.
Judgment against Albert Bingham, of Newtonville, Mass., $342.
A claim to maintain a bill in equity against the
Kankakee Company, of Illinois, to recover lands
conveyed, but not paid for acceding to agreement.
A claim against tin* Belfast and Moosehead Lake
Railroad Company, amounting to $4,.V»o.
East 3d,
Lots No. 3 and ■> of Section 30, 3, 33, R.
l*. M., state of Illinois, containing about 09 acres

Portland,

Let.

Rooms to let bv the subscriber In
on Spring street.
Is particularly
people working iu the factory.
MAKGAKET
HALGH.
to
MRS.
Apply
fCt
Belfast, March 15, ”877
I

Balance of a
late.James W.

arriving

WELLS.

Booms to

Illinois, estimated

THEM.

F.

her house
PL).ASAN
well located for

Wilmington,

ON

READY

B.

Sale-

A claim for money collected by K. S. Waters, at
Illinois, in is:5 and ls70, for rents,
amounting to $1,500.
A claim against Henry 1.. Farwell, of Boston,
Muss., being balance due on bis stock subscription
to the Kankakee Company, in accordance with articles of association, with interest, from June 15, 1870,
amounting to $35,000.
A claim oi
a,uuo unuer a resolution ol the Kankakee Company of < Jctober 3, 1870.
A claim lor $2,500 due the Bankrupt from the Kankakee Co., for monies paid, laid out and expended
in its behalf, as per bill rendered with vouchers.
A claim against the estate of Francis (). .1. Smith
of Deering, Maine, for breach of said Smith's obligation of April 4, 1870, to re-convey to the Bankrupt
certain real and personal properties in Wilmington.

CARPETS
That will insure

was

PAPER.

Glieap for Gash..

BY

STOCK

A

II< isiery. Ha i a 1 > iu* gs,&c.

In the District Court ot the United States for the
District of Maine.
In the matter of HIRAM O.
1,1 bankruptcy.
ALL) EX, Bankrupt
order of the Court aforesaid will be sold at
public auction, on Tuesday, the 34th day of
April, 1877, at ten of the clock, A. M., ut the (.dice
of the Register of Deeds, in Belfast, in said District,
all the Assignee’s interest in and title to tie- following described property, viz.—
5,395 shares of the capital stock of the Kankakee
Co., of Illinois.
138 shares of stock in tin* American Timber Bending Company of Xew York.
340 shares ot stock in the Foreign l imber Bend
ing Company of New York.
Two shares of the American 'Telegraph Company.
A promissory note signed by .Joel 11. Hills, Treasurer of the Kankakee Co., dated October
:!, 1*70,
fur $7,500.
A promissory note signed by .Joel 11 Hills, Treasurer of the Kunkakee Co., dated December 37, IS",
for $14,537,50.
A promissory note signed by Joel ll. Hills. Treasurer of the Kankakee Co., dated January
1871,
for $1,011.75.
A promissory note signed by Joel IF Hills, dated
October 31, 1871, tuf $3,759.35.
A promissory note signed by All*. t Bingham and
Charles K. Biugham, dated < October 4. 1873, for $405.
300 or more Navigation Subscription notes given
by citizens of Will county, Illinois, dated in 1801,
with interest ar lo per centum, the amount when

/

CENT

LADIES’

iHtMtlott liiii” flown!

SHO W Z XT G

•»-

N. H.

rIMlLhl will be cost made on all laxe- remainX ing unpaid alter the last of April, 1KN.
will
be at my olnce, oyer (lakes Angier’s store, each day
from ten o’clock until twel-e .M., and from two o'clock until four 1’. M.
Iw’.p
D. 1. PITCH KK, Collector.

Carpet Room

Made Shirts I

Keep’s Partly

preparation,
quickly and etiectually produces a permanent color

We have the best facilities of

Bonnet

Only 25 Cents.

effectual,

change

manu al n

Have

Bangor, touching ut Rockland, Canulen, Belfast,
S<*araport, Samly Point, Bucksport, Winterport and
Hampden. Returning leave Bangor every Thursday Morning at o o’clock, arriving in Portland at
;j o’clock P. M,
W ill a! >* leave Portlaml every FRIDAY Kvening
at
In; o’clock, for Macldusport, touching at llockland,
Custine, Derr Isle, Sedgwick, South West and Bar
Harbors, (Alt. Desert,' Mild ridge and donesport.
Returning Mondays, arriving in Portland same
Kvening. For further particulars inquire of
K. CUSHING, Ass’t Manager.
CYRUS PATTKRSON, Agt. Belfast.

CAMBRIDGE.

Wool Hose

Good)

purpose--.”

which will neither rub

For

Capt.

and

--

(1 can; preparation may be relied on to
the color of the beard from
grayer any other
undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion.
It is easily applied, being in «•?/.
and

CARPETIN6S!

KILBY,

>rip per week to Bangor and one to
follows
Will leave Kailroad Wharf,

one

Trips

Opera

FIFTY CHNTS.

lid-

TUESDAY EVENING AT 10 O'CLOCK.

Three

GLOVES,

For (he Whiskers.

Richmond,

on

WELLS.

A Now Lot ot :i Hutton in

sati-factory

BUCKINGHAMS

ns

NEW GOODS!

;*1 consider it the '"-.-it prrpn mtiov for its

SIT, A Mill

os
CAl'T.

j

King Mower!

desirable.
Pr. A. A.

-O IR—

City

Meadow

IVIower

AT

wonderful

dressing nothing

intended

COUNTY NEWS will lie sent
trial 3 months for 25 cents. Specimen
THEfree.
Address News, Waldoboro, Me. 4w‘(S Meadow
copie
on
s

N

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.

glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair grow thick and
strong.

unpaid Losses,
FOSTER &

<

Belfast,

care.

and tin-

COMPANY.

Bangor & Machias.

nil

1

Agt. Mr., Mass.. L*. L, Conn. & l*rev incest,

Its cd!<*et-

*,\v40

Lowell,

Statement of the

I T.IJN AI !».

I. t

BROS.,

Hou-e

Hurt

SIOCKWELL TIP BOOTS

HAIR

~T O-

A limited miuntity of this wonderful
Potato, to
arrive about the middle of April. Fine flavor, color
ami shape, large si/e—yielding
large crops in Calilornia. Price in two bushel box, $('»; one bushel,
1-1 bushel, $1.7iu; delivered at boats or cars.
$4
Send orders, or for information, to
JOHN ATWOOD & CO.,
il'’4°
10S South Market St., Poston.

FERNALD

opposite

ever.

NOTICE.

a rare opportunity for those
desiring thorough
us Mr. liryuut i-- an accomplished teachand will give special attention to beginners..
I’er Order <L W. Stodi)Ai:i», A.
Fums, Mi:s.
I. \ .Mili Kit, Mils. W. C. Tt
I.I
i'ommittee.
I tel last, April t, 1S77.

be.

A X

Light Draft, Strong

city.

•inti

instruction,

prices

MISSES

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

£>0 cent--.

No. S3 Phoenix Row.

be

our

WALL’S

Offerings.

our

lielfast, April 5, l>77.

Two Steamers

\ CLASS in vocal music will be formed at the
.1 V. vestry of the Methodist church in this city,
Monday eve., April *.»th, is;;, at 7 1-4 o’clock, under
the instructions of Mr. l'». li. liryant, a student
from the l{o>lon C»*iiM-n atory ot Music. This will

get

:iniHS

Farmer who buys the

Goods

-O IT ]R~

Line

work and

our

prices.

I'liED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,

greatest

BOOTS

Can be found at

CLARK &
High St.,

\. K. ri.AKK.

and Durable,
Illustrated “riiromo” Circulars Free.

KINDS.

Boot and Shoe

Line,

4G/*All work warranted to give sa:isliiotion.^Hr

a

To
1 hat the

IVleadow

CORSETS !

Boots

in the

Granite

or

and examine

EENEWER.

HADES.

inally Everything

the

in

fore purchasing elsewhere.

H. E. MCDONALD’S, 65 Mam St.

Ibis standard article

-u

f

thing

money

Box of the Best
c ut Ml.\ Lit I'ol.lsti
the world ever saw, will be given with each dozen
knives. Ladies call and examine at

ONE CASE OF

Misses and Chi Idren’s
ALL

of any

want

\.

the LOWEST MARKET
will he

on

Assignee’s

or

Marble,

by calling on us, us we do all our
Polishing withjmachinery,therefore doing a superior
quality of work, and at less price q than can be dune
by hand.
save

twit's

SHOES

SCHOOL

American

and

People in

AND

_

UIKI3.__

OF THF. BF.S1 «>i

JUST RECEIVED !

-o in-

spiring

tool of State Street,

k s

Monuments and Tablets

GREAT REDUCTION

purchasing

Largest

From the (ireat Auction Sale in New York
Whole pieces, perfect goods, and fast Colors at

Will make*

i

scotch

on

O-

STORE,

Preparatory

SPRING PRINTS

Mackins,

liA .1)

to

Also

lowest

at

1877.

THEIR

NEW

3,500!

lime

Kid

Side Lace Boots.

polished superior

before purchasing.

see us

<

lull line of

a

native Granite

our

Granite.
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continue
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JAS. W. CLARK
Oilers for Sale

Of

guar-

E. J, MORISON & CO.,
5'i Main Street, Belfast.

Two Weeks More

O

o

(Mir

For

'•

QCii
alii.

Forest
Forest Tar

O

Polishing

Monuments and Tablets

PRICES.

They

“Our

Notary Public,

$1.50u5.5o
$.i.u0u:i.50
$i.:jo

Tar Salve*
forest
licaisag Indolent bores. Ulcer*, (‘Ms,
{.

>

city,
garden ot
perides the race is open to all, Athenians,
and
Macedonians, fhe swift in the race
Spartan-'
secures the Holden Apple.

O

Co.,

of

iit

received, to be sold

Cali and

like the contest in the

tin* He

article !«t

BOARDMAN,
COUNSELLOR at LAW

i)t
1,5ua2.25

Tar Troches,
;: orest
iTrOUl, iiOuUif
Tickling t'OUj 1»
<

healthy

Solution, Hmnbolt’s Potatoes.

o.

U..I

and

WIT.jIj

,v,

Forest Tat*,,
forest ftTar
(’a'urs li. (,’ou?

this

assortm

CASH

Out Sale

1 In*

Jewelry Store.

er

and

Foreign ami Domestic Dry Goods
and Carpet Trade

COLIANS. Belfast. Me.

I!

S9tf

nalres, coastai.tly

hand.

OLD STOCK

lively

I

HWSO.V Plow for

or

Liberty.
Every Plow fully warranted and satiataction

Pins

EMERY

NOTICES.

J.iilags A:’tl;ma.

a

Specialty.

a

-::

large

season.

Smoked and Pickled Fish.

Dry,

Also agents for tin- HUSSKY PLOW of
Unity,
snii tile iILSSl,\ mid U<>1 PLOWS llllllie
lit

11

$8.00al4.0G
t0.00a7.00

spf.mosir.

'r

pmv and

i in 1

by

GRAND

OF

predict

:-

Choice Stock of

A

Shovels, Hoes £ Manure Forks,

Full Dress Pattern of 12 yds, 75c.

Ly using this piping till risks of s toppage of supply
by rust or poisoning l*v bad is remoued. For sale
A. D. FRENCH.
b>„Belfast, April Is;:.
lott

10al2

discovered by a missionary in .South America.
Send a self addressed envelope to the Rkv. Joskvh
T. In.u \X, S/ntion />, /able House Aew Yor/: ( ifft.

uiU,

perfectly

a

celebrated
rJ^HE
I Sale

I

Q:o:C.

lietore the dose ol the season, we
competition in tie*

ul

Lobsters

E. J. Morison &

Closing

I I !

-O' oC

All the varieties of Fresh Fish in their

Plows! Plows!
j

THE

STREET,

Belfast Steam

I0al2
12a 15

was

1

Cuff

Moody’s Drug- Store.

61-4 Cts. Per Yard.

Rubber Coated Pipe.

M

(Altll,
To all who an- suffering lroni the errors and indiscretions of
youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., i will send a recipe that will
cure you, KHKK OK CHARGE.
This great remedy

! '•

DAN IS.

S

—

Patent Vulcanized

A

\

S.

Id

At HERVEY’S

PRICfc CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journo

Corn
Corn Meal
Bye Meal

::w

Dr,

Oyster Market,

Old Telegraph Building.)

'Basement of

Critchett & Francis.

Chase from

A

:

'

A T

duo

C

HIGH

Me.

rant eed.

Special Patterns,
which will be sold at the VERY LOWEST
PRICES Foil

Fisk ani

Slippers

One door below

place in the city to buy your fish is at

COLLINS’

MENS

McClintock’s Bl’k,

CARPETS

will

AND

j

liyC. 11. Saki.i.n r, No 8 MainStreet.
Hour
tu-bOall.50 Coned

I-. :.

April

_FRED ATWOOD, Winterport,

Castings ol all the abov<

by Mrs.

The best

ol these maohi.O'. in
any town can lind
remunerative employment for a great part of ♦he
1
year.
SEED DEALERS lind it to their advantage
to clean and grade their seed. For
circulars and information address
3w39

a. ini :o

Selected

grade wheat,

v. uii one

No. 83 Main St.,

DRESS GOODS

recent-

AI.SO.

MARKET.
Monday, April 2.

Better—We quote choice New York and Ver- !
mont fall ends at 25a20c; choice lots of St. Lawrence
county and Vermont butter at 25a2.'>c; fair to good
Western and New York creameries at 25a2Gc; fair
to good lots ot Northern butter at 20a22e; choice
Western dairy packed at 20a22e; mill and store
packed Western butter at MalGc for common to lair,
and 1 Gallic per lb for fair to good.
Cheese—We quote choice and fancy factory at i
15 1 JalGc, and fair to good at 15 1-2a 15c per lb.
E<i<;s—We should say the market was nominal al \
17alSc per doz for Western and Eastern.
B» ans- We quote sales of mediums at $2 20a2 25 ;
per bush, with considerable quantities held at higher prices.
Yellow eyes are firm at $2 20a2 25 pm ;
hush, and pea beans at $2 .2 l-2a2 .57 1 2 ])er bush.
Piii ATui s -We quote Hose Potatoes, by tin* carload, at $1 15 per bush, and Jacksons at $1 o5al lo
per bush. Prolitics sell at $1 05
Apim.es-There is a fair demand, and 'prices are i
lirm at $2 75a 5 00 per bbl for Baldwins and Hussets.
(i it ass Seed—We quote jobbers
prices a $2a2 5,
per hush for tine to choice herds grass; $2 50u2 7 i
per hush for red top; IGaIG l-2c per lb for Western
clover, and 1 1 2al5 5 4c per lb for Western; llun \
garian at $lal 20 per bush. Millet $al 20 per bush. \
II Ai -v.\D Straw—We quote at $20 00a21 00 for
j
prime lots of coarse hay ; $17 OOalS 00 lor medium,
and $10 0ual7 <>u per ton lor line. Straw ranges from
’l
00a22 00 per ton.
$

('orrected

idence

PIMS!

grade.

BELFAST

e\

CENTS’
Scarf. Masonic and Odd Fellows

|

a v

Exchange,

New Store,

;

ly broke ard entered my cottage, known a “Island
Home.” on Turtle Head, Islesboro, and tin- r. stora
tion of the property talon therefrom.

a

Store Cattle—But lew in market and not much call I
for them, most ol'the small ('attic being sold for
beef.
Sheep and Lambs—There are seldom any Sheep
or l.ambs ottered for sale in this market,'most of!
them being purchased at tlm West for butchers and
taM‘11 direct to the Abattoir to be slaughtered, costing from 5 l-2a? 5-lc per lb.
Swine—No Store Pigs in market. Eat Hogs, ,100; t
prices f> 5-4a?c per lb.

BOSTON

reward lor

e

io

SEP A DA TOD.

To Clean his Grain, Assort his
Beans,
Peas. &c., &cA machini- is now in
operation at Hiram Smith’s
lunu, \\ interport village, when* he will clean and
separate grain at In 1-Nets. per bushel. A
person

NEW SPRING

!

t hal
j»a\
lead
the conviction of the persons who
[Will

\

Milch Cows- Extra $55a05;
ordinary
Most of the Cows ottered in market for sale

ot

A.

W dm spav, March 25.
Arrivals of stock at market -Cattle 1:: 17; Slice]) !
ami Lambs 5200; Swine 5400; number Western
Cattle 4125; Eastern Cuttle 50; Milch Cows ami
Northern Cattle Iso.
Prices of Beef Cattle per loo lbs, live weight—Ex j
tra quality $0 12aG 57 1-2; lirst quality $5 02 1 2a1'. oo; |
secoml quality $5 12 l-2af>50; third quality $1 75a |
5 00; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &Y
$5 5o i
a t 50.
Brighton Hides 0 1 2a7eperlb; Brighton Tallow 5a
5 1 2cper lb. Country Hides 0 l-2a7cperlb; Country
fallow 5a5c per lb. ( alt skins 5a5c per lb: Sheep
and Lamb skins si g5al 50.
Working Oxen—Not a large supply in market, but
enough for the demand. The market has been overstocked of late with workers ai d trade rather slow.
We quote sales
One pair girth
ft 5 in, 11v«* weight 2500 lbs, $15<>;
1 pair girth 0 ft 0 inches, live weight 2400 lbs, $152;
1 pair girth 7 ft 0 inches, live weight 5000 lbs, $155; i
1 pair girth 7 fi <» inches, live weight, 2s00 lbs, $l'.»o;
1 pair girth 7 ft o inches, live weight, 5200 lbs, $17.,; i
1 pair coarse ones, girth 7 feet, live weight 2 loo lb-. !

French.

Wintk}:i“i»i:t.

s

.Brighton

urporalur
<|,'HF
Hut i lied that
M.
»

ul

I

for all the Peoat the

Received sA fL UDAY, Ai irch list, per Steamer
Cambridge, another Large Invoice ot

SETH L. MILLIKEN,
'The Penalties of Greatness,’

Scissors &l. Shears!

SEED

giving the farmer
his seed PL'RK. No farmer who has seen the work
lags ol tlii' machine fails to approve of it, and avails
himself of it

Have removed to their

Mt. 1 Mr;. L1. USE,

;tii
ecture ot the Course tor the Winter
1 ol l-/t, and i 7., will ho delivered in Pifh t; -,
Haij on Mn;n>.Vi Evening, April nth. l*\7, by

Subject

GDAIX A XI)

Russett

ffAHl

Hon

Queen of the Harvest!

Ik W. Burkstl & Bo.,

Cheap!

so

Custom House Square.

—o-

j

Hay lord ilail

rote

new

Bargains

Fresh Fish!

O-

:o

Goods Never

Dry

T -i PA O T T.T RES.

and

medicines aic -.-Id J»\ all dni-n'ildmosd’i.
aaCliuHeer
file linillori I -old
lot
books for j throughout the counlrv.
Diseases of the Kiiim ;..- alfect the whole
stem I
the Houk < llib: the comical wav in 'which he
j Should Hot. he neglected a single da;. Tar ad-, di |
reeumniciidcd these volumes ami the profound !
the natural remedy. Take the Tor |
reelly and
est '1 ai
1>liuw leiiye ul literature v. hu ll le- p:oles.-..-d to in»w
i- a p iii• preparation and euro-; when
j
ot her remedies fail.
lw!W
Wen- both limm
ill the exlivtne
He

appeared

Days

machine will separate and
rpllis
X barley, oats and other seed,

11J

A lull aim comjJeti assortment,
elected with
the toOil illld ]i]e\ellt
iL car.- from tin- (><• t market-, if you want a
Il .;
oUVilie.
article that can be warranted, call at
good
-i-ts the ih.'e tiini bv toning up the loinaelt to a ;
HEliVE'V’S Jewelry Store.
healthy condition so that tin* loud and the Pul
nionie Syrup will make good blood: then tinj
Belfast
Bank,
lungs heal, and the j.aiieul will.-un-h
wa ll il I

>■

At the Iasi

hi
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pulmonary
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l.lii-l. w 1111 c.UV" ul
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ha; ii;
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\
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W l>leW. w a-, lullh't lu ha\e limited aw a\
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av
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liij'l'iii
lie

Scimm-h

il

tht- lull:'- begin to he ll
enable tin PulliiOIli* .i Vl lip l. do lln Sclicli-.'L
Mandrake Pills and Schencka Sea Weed Toim
tiiit t
be freely u.-:ed to dense the stomach amt
iiw-i
..-heiKk a .Mandrake Pill-; act on the liver
lemovin?-' nil (distinction;; o-kr-. the gall bl.iddd
the bile at alt-. In dly ulid she iiv. a' i -..on relieved.
hi m.*k s Sea W eed Toiuc
a
gentle aiumlaut
aad ulleiatiVe
tlie all.ati ol which it i- Composed,
1

U

li:i

a

.-a
unrivalh-.i -\n-e
tlie
diseases.
I D** Pulmonic Syrup lipens the m«»rl»id mailer
tlie lungs
^nature throwa- il oti hv an ea-v e\
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hliletit*
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"t 1 lie Ii 11 1
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destroyed,

]•* dotation. UH \\hell the phlegm or lilidtel'
u
li hi tough will throw it oil' the patient

cut

u

in

• \ en
corps, under Reynolds, touch. Sickles,
•leade, Sedgwick. Howard and Slocum. The plan
of Hooker was to make a feint of
attacking la***.
* iitreiiched on 11n*
heights of Fredericksburg, and
then by a rapid crossing of the fords above, to fall
upon Lee’s rear. The plan was so successful!v carncd out tlmt «*0.O(M> in.mi wen* concentrated at

<*‘»rps.

Philadelphia,

are

medicine- Dr J

1 hive

a-

treatment «.f

Tuesday eveniiiy

a

...

-O

Patterson. Rockland.
April 1st, schrs. Charles Heath, Randlett, Palais;
James Holmes, Ryder, FlDworth to load fur New
V ork; Badoura, JJrydges, Swan’s Island.
April *« 1, schr. C. W. Lewis, IIupper, for \\ ilining
tor. N. ('., with ice by Ha/eltine Sc Bickford.
-•.pril -id, schr. Helen Mar, Duncan Brooksville.
April lth, schrs. Malabar, Welsh, for Salem, Mass.,
w ith hay by Pitcher & Son; Banner, Pattershall for
Boston via Portland with shingle-., plaster, Sec.; J.
P. Mercian, Dean, \\ interport; Martha Kmnia,
Burge-s, Carver Harbor; F. M. Bonnie, Burgess,
do.
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Conant. of this

ARRIVED.
March Jsth, schr. Starry Flag, Redden, Ca.stine.
Failure Known!
March
Ferguson having
g'.»th, steam-tug Mahal Bird, Cilmore,Booth i
There i- no ease on record where Dr. AlorrD
bay.
mast placed in her. and is undergoing
March Nlst, schrs. Badoura, Brydge-t, Swan's IsSyrun of Tar. Wild Cherry and Jlurehouud lias
failed to give satisfaction. On the other hand, land; Conqueror, Sanborn, W interport.
slight repairs
wherever it has been used bv our people, in severe
April 1st, schrs. Susan and Phebe, F.lwell, North
A number ot Belfast Odd Fellows Went to Flitcolds, coughs, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whoop- port to repair; Helen Mar, Duncan, from Hampden
to Pitcher & (iorham and will load
held on Tuesday, to assist in ilu instituting of a
potatoes; Helen
ing-cough. and consumption, they are enthusiastic Mar,
Redman, Rockland with lime to Maine Central
in its praise. Containing no opium or other dan
bulge of that order.
R. R.
it
does
not
is
safe to
gerous drug,
constipate, and
April fid, schr. .1. i’. Merriatn, Dean, from Boston,
The house ot Kliakim ii. Harrimau in Prospect
administer in all conditions of health. This i> an with
general cargo to order.
was entered and set oil lire by thieves on Tues
important announcement, and the suifeving are ad
SAILED.
vis.-d to heed it.
size 10 ets.: large size. ..o
day. but it was luckily discovered and put out he I cts.. and One Dollar.TrialSold
March 3mh, schrs. Vilas, Chapin, Isle a
iiaut;
by W. O. Poor A S.ai.
tore doing serious damage.
I
sole agents tor lie!fast. A. .1. Jordan agent for oi i Starry lag, Koddeii, Pastier; Iona, Coombs, Rockto load lor Jacksonville, Fla.;
P'»rt
Salih
Mair.
The cottage of Dr. Davis ot i'lielso.i. Mass., on land. K. Ik Stover, agent for Hueksport. A Do
Humphrey, tor Wilmington, N. C., with ice by
agents for Prof. ParkerM Pleasant Worm Symp
Ha/eltine it Bickford; Joseph Fish, Ripley, tor Norfurlle Head. Isleshoro. wu^ recently broken into
which is sure death to worm--, plea-.ml io iak«-. folk. N a., with ice by the same
parties; Hattie, <«i 1
and robbed of a hum- amount of furniture, a,
\
and requires no physic
chre-t for Brunswick, < .a., with hay by 1‘itchor \
Son ; James BIB
',-u ard is ottered in another column
Price gM cents. T’r-. ii.
Hatch, for < leorgetuwn, S. P
with hay by the -an <■ panic.-; Lillian,'Ryan. Boston.
Dr. Schenck’a Standard
llemedios.
March
‘lie thousand dollars
Twenti
have been sub
t, schrs. Mary FU eg r.»r Bo-Lj.. v.iti: hay
by
Woods, Mathews jL Baker; Trumpet, Jones, Vi.
i'li-*
standard
remedies
for
all
diseases
of
the
u lifted i•
the slock of tile Masonic Temple, leav
nalhawi,; < .entile, Barbour, I h er Isle, F. s. Wilme Snn:\(ifs Pt j.muNIc Sum r S« m.\<

out of San

its

I

W

Frank W. IJmeburncr has been placed in command of sclir. .Man Farrow. now loadinu potatoes
for the south.

Tin* hunm-rfrom

-hip
-,

whip-

uf.-K

iiirbm.

.-•■■■•

mid I- mud

-a

B.

t'apt.

James Nickels **1
ship 1-Tank Jones.

apt

foimiiamt of

-:111

••

“Ki'Kmka" is the sentiment of countless suderers
who find the balm of relief, and the fountain of
t iu ir health and strength in Ayer’s Saksapakii.i. \.
It is the most
potent of all the alteratives to purify
the system and cleanse the blood. It possesses iii
vigorating qualities, so that it stimulates Cue laded
vitalities and purges out the corruptions which
m ins'll.' with the blood, promoting derangement
and decay. We are assured by many intelligent
physicians that this medicine cures’ beyond Ml
others of its kind, and we can fortify this Mate
| merit hv ourown experience. I Athol (Mass.) While

berre*'.

V\

:

An honest blacksmith, when urged to start a libel
suit, answered: “I can hammer out a better reputation on my anvil than all the lawyers in Christendom can give me."

is prettier without braceliable to scratch a fellow's

take command of shiji Tharlotte W
St. John.

,"

\

in the machine

ear.

-nui'ti'awberi'ie'. evidently from a
fail
determiiif whether the accompanying
t«*
•!•■ T<» the bird or
1 *ii -• >•! iii,
"ii

lip-

v

wed-moulded

lets: besides, they

hot house.

i

I

Tim April term of the S. J. Court commences on
17th of this month, Judge Dickerson presiding.

hn- been sent to this oilice a dainty box
oataminu a mii.iati iv 1 poster and two s-mali but

i>

!

portion

a

the

h'iiere

w

ship

Tin* “Forest Tar Soap" is the purest, softest ami
best for the* toilet and nursery.

No business in the police court for two weeks,
lla\ all the tramps been provided for

in anotlier column, the Belfast
adis have entered upon a new time table.
They
Mv,' <-anier in the morning and later in the after
The evetiinu train ;miv»*s fifteen minutes
l.itfi- than formerly.
Vs

operations

'astle has commenced

<

ministers and washer-

severe on

The C. S. Survey sell. Finest will
her crew in Belfast.

ter of Mrs. Lancy L. Dyer, aged 20 years.
At Ash Point, March 28th, Moses Hurd, aged 87
years, y montlis, 2? days.
In Rockland, March 28th, Lillian I». Mitchell, aged
3 years, (5 months, 13 days.
I n Rockland, March 28th, Michael 15. Grant, aged
•18 years, 8 months, ly days.
In Rockland, March 23d, Daniel W..Iuckson,ugcd
31 years, I months, 18 days.
In Rockland, March 23, Lvalina 15., widow of the
late Henry Paine, aged 77 year-, 2 months, 3 days.
In Gloucester, March 2-»tli, \\ alter 15., son ol Capt.
K. W. and Ameda Thomas, of Rockland, aged 1 year,
3 months.
In Rockland, March 23d, .John Haskell, aged 7.'
years, 5 months, 10 days.
In Rockland, March 2(>th, George Abbott, son of
Albert F. and L. Fannie Ingraham, aged 4 years, 2
months, 11 days.
In Tliomastoii, March 2lst, Annie M.,wife of William R. Keith, aged 33 years, 2 months, 2! days.
In St. George, March 18th, .lames Barter, aged
years, y months, 12 days.
In Portland, March 17Hi, Capt. John L. Wooster,
a native of \ inallmven, aged 30 years, 7 months.
In Hluehi'l, March 17th, Phebc L’eters, wile of
Daniel Peters, aged 82 years, 1 month and 13 days.

Fvcrybody sings the praises of .D/'/mwM.v />V
j fn,,ir linhn because it is an article of merit, of
more
value than gold: it relieves distress, restores
at
shop his new foundry.
i health, and prolongs life. What greater office of
The City Marshal has appointed John T. Frost kindness and mercy could it perform
Price only
and Charles A. Kllis night policemen.
; 35 ceni>.

calling around.

mows were

women.

of

Ill Searbpoit, March 23d, ut tiic residence cl her
grandfather, Henry D. Smith, Nettie, second daugh-

Pungencies.

western paper coarsely calls the Chinese immigrant a heat. Kegarding him as a vegetable we
should prefer to speak of him as a queue-comer.
A

McCrillis is leaving the Court House renovated,
from cellar to garret.

Only ninety
he

Fills, Potions and

sudden sick-

by

horse

a

ness

Company,

French Kid Boots
-A T-

j

Critchett & Francis.

“Old

Probabilities.”

Wendell

From the New London Telegram,
lie wrestled with the weather. He divines
The things that shall be from the things that
U“ knows the oeeultations and the signs
Of each prognostic star.

are ;

Fr-*iu the low murmurs of the moonless seas
He learns ihcir deepest secrets, and doth scan
The midnight heaven's moving mysteries.
To publish thorn to mail.
flic chariots of the wind, whose wheels outrun
t’entaunis. in his hashing course on high,
He ‘1 iveil! with a sign, 'flio flaming sun
Winks to him from the sky !
in the black domain of storm.
And in the dying sunset's gold alike.
1J<- law hctli at the thunder, and his form
No lightning dares to strike
Iii.'' home is

fancy paints him. Others as a sage
Describe him —of a grave, sagacious look
Deciphering symbols from the antique page
Of some mysterious book

So

thermometers and burometie scales
irsd-irauges. and machines of strange designs
Mirrouint him as lit* plans the tides and gales
And unto each assigns
Its area and its
And scores it
Its natural law.
And

undetermined course.
in a chart, that wc may learn
duration, average force.
period of return

whether man or myth he turns the mill
That grinds the weather out from day to day

but

V:-«I when

cannot have it us we will.
We bear it as we may.
\w

Phillips Attacks Hayes.

jI

Onooi* the most encouraging signs that
the President is pursuing a course that is
prett\ nearly the correet one, is dial lie
has been violently attacked b\ tliai eominou scold. Wendell Phi Hi} *In a

delivered at

Philadelphia

on

speech
.Monday, he

\ieiously at the administration.
Among other things lie said-

struck

Nearly all tfie mail routes in this State
have been bill off by N. Vork anil Western parties. They have taken the figures
of four years ago, and have gone under
them in every instance. We think these
gentleman who have been ambitious to
absorb or control ibis business in Maine,
will find themselves losers. They will
have a good deal of difficulty in making
their sub-contracts with parties here, as
the figures were put at "hard pan" four
years ago, and our local contractors who
are familiar with the routes, will scarcely
care to undertake :t four years job if they
are to lose money thereby,
j Kennebec
Journal.

the i-uni ami bare
facet 1 assum'd ion which claims that tin? Cabinet
d.-meats
of
all
the
our politics
Where
represents
d«> von liml in it the element which Blaine. Morton
Without that idea in the
and Butler staml for
forefront of the canvass Tilden would lie to day in
the Whit»- House : ml the Republicans not onlwlc
baited, but humhlcil by their overwhelming auui
In selecting a husband at 17, a woman
hilation. Kvery other element appears in thet’ah
inet. This only—the Hamlet of the pi. cc —is omit
desires good looks: at
good habits:
ted. There is Kvarts. who represents the neutrals and at .‘ill the man.
—men so indifferent that, in this battle ol
giants
and struggle of principles, they could see nothing
either in the Republican or Heiiiocraiie party worth
working for. .Sehuiv. stands tor the treasury, selfconceit and morbid ollice seeking that rebelled
with (jreeley. Key brings in Tilden ami seees
sion. He Yens keeps fresh before us the men win* i
ate dirt and wore collars in the old
pro slavery
days. It' the Presidential canvass had contained
only these forces Hayes would dwell .jiiieth to du\
in Ohio.
Blaine and the bloody shirt elected our
! INKST l'lux TOBACCO
President. During tin- long doubt of December
and January the only words that reached us from
u-..rl,|. ASK FOIt IT.
'I>i: NO OTIIKII.
(iovernor Hayes was tin- assurance how -deeply Infelt for the negroes. how lie pitied them if the
;
M.K BV Al l. IiKAI.IMIS
count should show Tilden elected!"
lie knew well
IN I'l
enough thru what chord would reach the nation's
THE
T0SACCO C3, BROOKLYN, H. *
heart and make men prav for his success. If Til
den had been coniit.-d in what more would tin- WONDERFUL
SUCCESS! 25,000 of the
South have asked of him ! what more would hr i
have dared to do than to withdraw the tro«»p>!
CENTENNIAL
EXPOSITION
Fancy Hayes proclaiming in October that In* con
DESCRIBED AND ILLUSTRATED
home
tin*
If
in
tin*
tele
.Sold
OO
It
the
ti-mplated calling
troops!
ilit.TM.
being
only complete
graph had announced such a purpose on hi> part loir-prirr wot'/' (770pages only $3.50), treating
that moment the canvass would have virtually tin- ait in history. g raiidlniitiling*.Mondrrfnl «*xliil»it«. (iiriositien, gToat ilay«, i-tc.;
ended, and Tilden would have walked umlnd
illustrated, and $I cheaper than any other;
leuged over the course. I ft he Cabinet calls home everybody
wants it. < >m* new agent c7eam/$3.»0
tin- troops I allirm they hold scats which have in 4- Meek*.
:i,000 agents wanted. Send i/nic/lg
been obtained on false pretences.
for proof <>f ahorc, opinions of officials, clergy and
ijcsmcs. iiif ammsi unvarying custom amt courpress, sample pages, full description, and oura
tesy of our polities is lbr tic.* President to offer to form*. II I'P.BAIU) BIB >S.,Prns., Sprintield.Mass.
the next strongest candidate of his party the po
PAIITinN BpWi|re of falsely claimed otficial
sition of Secretary of State. When IIaye's omitted vriu s lull and worthless books. Send forproof
this otter to Blaine, and. further, excluded from
Kxlra Fine Tlixed Caril«, with name,
his Cahii.ci the idea .Mr. Blaine represents, he not iy
lO els., post-paid. L. JON’P.S & CO., Nassau,
only insulted Blaine, he revealed himself as pur New York.
posely betraying tin* ranks that elected him. But
Hill “prophesy soft things."
Lamar and
V >s.
while their while constituents will not speak '<»
Longsfreet. Besides. Blaine's spear once revealed
Hill's black heart. Does any cunning man. after
C- C. BEERS, M. B. ,formerly of Boston)
notice, stumble twice over the same si one t They haya harmless cure for INTEMPERANCE,
1-oth are behaving well before companv. We have which can he given without the knowledge of the
patient Also one lor tin*
lried eonciliation before.
Vndrew Johnson, made \ ice President, was our
No one will claim that as a sue
Lrst experiment.
Permanent cures guaranteed in both. Send stamp
*-evs.
Ackerman. Moyby. Longstreet an* later in
fore\ hlence. Ask druggists for it.
stances. The South lost three men and we «iained
BEERS 6l CO., Birmingham, Conn*
jiet three that is all
What,

shall

naiui-

wo

civ**

m

Hell)

JttHmlisemntts.

CHEW-SMOKE

MATCHLESS

1

■

lii-maiis declares. Leaves have their time to fall."
I
which i add —and thieves their time to rob
ID-ii houses, barns and banks, but thou hast all
Times for thine own. Old Prob.!
Then go thy ways' old necromancer quaint.
And flash thv prophecies from post to
post:
during still our querulous complaint

When thou dost

vex u>

most.

whether winter’s frost or summer’s heat
Freeze us or fry us. little heed to man
i f'
givost. Pillowing Mill in cycles meet
L'h<- old eternal plan

For

Jewels.

My
i'V

IllIMUJ.

S.vton.

i.

boil's jewels once wore mimLoaued. but not given ;
\ lit lie while they sparkled hero.
Then shorn.* in ilea veil.

Tw.» of

!

Drunkard

Im-od them with a tenderness.
.M v whole licuyt beating,
tml never dreamed their earthly lit.
Wouhl prove so Meeting.

Th".r gentle lives were twined around
Mv inmost being.
V da\ by day love's altar grew
N■» shadow seeing.

OPIUM

radiance dimmed—oh. Intter li..m
My jewels were recalled
To bod's bright diadem above
And grief my heart appalled

1

hen*

Mowers their forms were laid
I'uder the velvet sod ;
Jewels of earth no more are thev
safe home with bod.
\\ ith

M
!

v jewels are not far awav
Hut very near my heart
shall yet clasp them in these
\\ ith them 1.0 more to part.

Florence,

iv-.i

\ited hei

forms in brightness clad
voices sweet with praise.

night my w earied form
sleep'-, comforter denies,
hen presence o'er my throbbing brain
\ Heavenly peace supplies

On when at
t

shine on. my

jewels, at Heaven’s <
On the pood Shepherd's breast
I'm climbing up the toilsome way
To be with you at rest
f* iloueestei \ dveitisei

Jewels of

Thought

••un

and Devotion.

cep not lor death
’Tis hut a lever stilled ;
pain suppressed. a fear at rest.
A solemn hope fulfilled.
T he moonshine on the slumbering deej
is .scarcely calmer—wherefore sleep
W

Weep not for death 1
The fount of tears is sealed:
Who knows how bright the inward light
To those shut eyes revealed
Who knows what peerless love may till
l’he heart that seems so cold and still.
The

beauty

seen

is partly in him who

sc«--

Kindness has resistless charms.
\
T

heart unspotted is not uneasily daunted.
he world is wide.

triumphal

We

are

chained t«>

no

man’s

o.n

Take \oui haid.udoi
tin* div.*>

.1

man

from

Ins mind and

not

his 1 a Ini-y world,
vthing and anvbodv

T
.kii

alnl

people

soon

loiVrl

Frivatc Id-torio are often like private wasps'
“*-ts. 1 hi lies of danger, with no
profit in them.
easier t.» enrich
limn t*» correel

It
nines

ourselves with u thousand
ourselves of a single fault.

Iom.s to provide for disembodied
pints anv more than lie is at a loss how to make
bis holds blossom in spring.
riod

1

not

at

a

\ single snowllake—who cares for ii
But a
whole
of Miowilakes.
the land
over
the
'nark.-, drifting
doors, gathering on the
mountains to crash in avalanches—who docs not
••arc for that !
Private opinion is weak, but public
opinion is almost omnipotent.

day

obliterating

dinner at a Broadway iv.
tauraut.
Both were hungry, and the,
ordered a plentiful supply ol feed. \\ hen
their appetites were sati'tied, l’loretiee
called for the hill, and to his tiller di tna'.
discovered that lie had no amine.
|.j
changing, his clothing in the uiornni g he
neglected to take tin mullet irouiLi.-, di
carded pantaloons,
lie t »l.l the girl el
tile lix lie was in. and a- la d ltd for a
loan. Mortified and chagrined, lie ausweredthat all she had w„ jn.-1 suliieient
to pay her tare home.
Tin a the actor
called the restaurant keeper and told hint
the truth about l he monei.
l'he quickly
excited man raved and turned at l'lor
cnee, saying that he had re olved not to
he swindled by any one. ami that he
should send lor the police.
A! this time a short, stout old gen
tlcrnan stepped up to the proprietor ami
firmly said:
“llow dare you speak to a gentleman
m the way you have done
tiis mistake
is a perfectly natural one, and such a
might occur to any man. I am ashamed
ol you I I’ll dine no move in your house
nor permit my li iend- to do so in future.
Here, take thi
and the old gentleman
took a fifty-dollar note from a fat wallet
and handed it to the discomfited landlord,
saying. “Deduct the amount ol the young
man's hill and return nie the change;”
Ihe proprietui
apoingie weie nn
heeded, lie handed the old gentleman
s-ir.ofl, and again essayed apoingie..
When ill 1 In* st reel I ioreiiee handed his
helielaelnr his professional raid and ad
dress, adding that lie should certainly reimburse him. The old gentleman'' in
dignatinu quickly passed away, and he
ginning to smile In- added
“I lials all right, young man: I'm
been living to pass thal enimierl'eit hank
note all day."
to

Horae

■

<
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send for list
dr.

-s

papers and -chedule of rate-. Ad
p. po\VI-',LL& CO.,A4lvertisingAgents,

4,i

•No.-ll Park
tin

i.t

Bow, New York,

liefer toth< Kditor of

A Case of Six Years'

the

of

use

I'll !

M!

Combines readilv with Si arch, hot or cold, Prevents
"blistering” and the iron sticking. Saves twenty
five per cent of labor and starch.
Dives a beautiful ivory finish, and brightens all
colored fabrics.
I- warranted t«» contain nothing injurious.
Garments will keep clean much longer, will nor
crack, and are not so easily affected by dampness.
Lor doing up Infants' Clothing, Muslins, Cambrics,
Laces, etc., Linen 01 ace is invaluable.

1

2'i Cent* |»er Package.
1 HANK LIN" It. SWil
ale by

01

Block, Main Street.

used

three bottles of Sankoko’s K \ uu \j. < *, j:,;
send
tom c.\ AIU’.II.
The last helped me the most of any
medicine J ever used.
Yours in respect,
Mrs. LOIfA S. ('HASP,
duly 3, 1st.
Hardwick, Mass.
me

CATARRH.
George W. Shattuck. Esq., Sate Foreign Entry Clerk, Boston Custom House.

From

(lnitleiuen,\ have been troubled with Catarrh Cor
several years, but by the use of your remedv it l as
been greatly relieved. This.summer 1 have been entirely free from it. I make use of it in my family
for colds in the head, and find it an effectual rentedv.
1 can confidently recommend it to all who are simi
'Very truly yours,
larly atllicted.
< October L»i>, 1874.
G KO. W .Sit AT ft ( K.

PERSEVERE
In the use of this remedy until cured. It
contains the great healing elements of
plants in their essential form as

obtained

by distillation.

COLLINS’
IT,ASTERS

Messrs. W'ui i.
& Pot t n
ceatlt'iiii }},- Having for many mouth*- pa-t 01.1
ed with a very latiu* vide, called by my physician
Chronic Pleurisy, caused by a former injury and
strain, and for which 1 used many prescript ions ami
liniments, as well as the so-called rheumatic erne-,
without the least benetit, mv pliysi -inn recommended one of your Com.ins’ Voi
\
1 im, which,
Pi \
to my great surprise, relieved the pain ami orenealmost immediately, and 1 ha e been able to attend
to my lion mholri a flairs « er since with perfect oa-e
and comfort, wherea--' before the tipplication ol voui
invaluable plaster I was
carcelv able to do aus
tiling. 1 con ider them inestimable, and hall iih
pleasure lecomntend them to tin* altiicted.

ipectfnllv,

Mrs. l-RAiNCi
1

trlaml, M.

IIAKIli.WAA.

v

April :l, ls7b.

4 lu re i
lm-dical or prot.v.-t i\. appliance Hut
will pro
o
grateful and effective in lickling
ol the clwt and
Coughs, Irritation and orene
l.ungs. W e believe t beiii capable 1 prevent im.'
'Tioiin defaces ot the
v
organ

Price, •*., cent-.
receipt ol price,
.NDK.D -ION I l> ha'ing tbrined a co jmrt
husine- under the name and -tvle t.

1. uership in

Hazeltine & Co.,
And lea ed the -lore on .Main street, formerly occupied 1»v d. it. W adlin, are now prepared to oiler
well elected tO.'k (,f

7

by

Sobl by all druggi 1
.Mailed on
> cent
for one, -.*‘,1
i’oi- d\, or
for twelve, earefullv wrapped, and warranted,
W lit I vis & pi 11 IKK, Proprietor
P.o-dnii, M:i

(D*
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FAM II Ar GKO( ! mil FS !
Corn, f lour and Meal,
Pork, Beef,
kerosene Oil,

Lard, Hams,

Tea, Coffee,
and

Tobacco,

Spices,

goods usually kept in a first-class t.rocerv
wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
us can be had at any store in the
city.
Our Slock is pure,based for ('ash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair >hnre
of patronage.
#,•)-< live us a call.

MOODY'S

DRUG STORE!
C

O

.ill

store,

at

BIN 11 A/1. L I IXI!.
Bella t, I »e.
is.'f,. -•ystf

N. I-;. K i;i.n.

Pure

anti Chemicals !

Drugs

Genuine Patent Medicines
Ot all kinds.

A

large Stock and great vari

of

o\

TRUSSES!
I lie la st and

mo

d durable

Shoulder ZE3vetoes
1

H.

H. JOHNSON & CO.’S,
AND Sl'.r.

l\ /tin s,
T<

HAMBURGS!
1, 1

rfUnh

t‘i/ itt JittiJ:
mid Until* d,

r.

Ifnlr Oils,
I ‘niiltufi s.

We Have Heard of it!!

/it/tsfrs,

Ton/It

l\nrdn\

fun

Hair llnts/h

.s

a/td. famhs.

SjKiUi/i
Kverything

Large

in fact

kept

first class
be found at

can

Decline in Prices of

in

<i*'

s,

a

d’f

--: o

-3M i l. mm: ok

FUR.IE SPICES!
Warranted

USUALLY KEPT IN A

Furniture Store

Strictly Pure and to give entire sati-factiou.

DU. R. MDUI'VS
lie market,

\

egetable liitl.

the be

d

in

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.
fbe only reliable t’atari'll Remedv.
A (all Stock of \N ax f lower Material. Pliv i. inn’s
Prescription and f amily Receipt carei'uih <‘011,

pounded.

R. R. MOODY,
lyw

<'orner ot Alain and

High SI

LOOK AT TOUR

J. 15. THOMPSON & SON'S BLACKING BOXES
Ami

AND WILL BE

see

whose It

lucking

you

using, the h.-t is

are

B„ TRUMBULL’S

I.

Critchett & Francis.

—at—

For the Nexl 30
.Men'i,

EXTREM ELY

1

L

O

W

Ready Made

CLOTHING !!
At No. 54 Main Street..

Dress and Business Suitings

•io

A N Li

Plymouth
EGGS FOR

$1.50

HATCHING,
13.

FOR

SAMI.. A. BJLODGKTT.

Of all descriptions, wliieh
chort notice.

ENOCH c.
latf

Ll Main Street.

CIRCASSIAN LILY
I 011 1 UPI'.ON |\ii

T hr*

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.’S,

L
m

TIIKIlt

MEN’S

Fine Dress Boots

(;omplo\rion.
—°

This preparation is the same used
the l.mlies of “< ireassia,” whose

*by

II

Aiwnn

not

will

injure the skin, but change the

most swarthy to
lily whiteness. Prepared from the urignal Recipe
by MISS MIRA WFNTWORTH. Portland, Price,
Fifty Onts. Sold in Belfast, by R. H. Moody, W. O.
Poor and Rose Sheldon & Co., and by druggists
tfl'.*
generally.

A

Weekly Paper
For

A T-

Critchettt & Francis.

will make to order at

HILTON, Merchant bailor,

|

Iti'llim.Mun. si, is. 7.

we

In
j^reut variety cut and made to measure at short
notice,
those in want .of any of the ahoy I iood.;
will save money by buying ot us.

Hamburg*! Hamburgs!
HFHVTBXJIRa-S !

foregoing Petition, Ordered,

1 bat the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
can mg a copy of said petition, with thi* order thereon, to he published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that
llew may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
tie* Probate othce in Belfast aforesaid, on the *eeoud
1 in -day ot April next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and In w cause, ifanv tln-y have, whs the
same -hould not be granted.
PHILO H HUSKY, Judge,
A true copy. Atte .t
I* P. t il i», Register.
I

the Honorable
ol W al.lo.

*'

Judge ol' Probate lor t hr County

undersigned, <iuardian *! Oti- Henry Pend
r|Mil.
Irion ni Northuoit, minor heir of .lob
1
l

P« tidleton of Northport, in -aid County, respect
fully repre mts that said minor is seized and pos
si s ed
el certain real estate situate in Northport,
or neat- Saturday Cow* so called, containing thir
t v-1 i\ i• awes with buildings, the said Otis
Inoe a residuary interest; that an advantageous
otter of two hundred dollars has been made by Mrs.
Anna H. H iclieMerol aid Northport,whichotlerit is
tor the intere*it of all concerned immediately lo accept, tin proceed- thereof tu he put out on interest
lor ihe lu iieiit of said minor
Whereto].- vntir petitioner pray your honor to
grant him a license lo sell and convey said real es
late ol said minor to
ml Anna H. Bachelder for
said uni.
.lull 1
Pi N hi t ION

ilenry

AlaPiobi’the < oUIit
.March, A.

( i»urt to
OI
W
D. In’;,

Id

at

aldo,

25

Cents.

LINCOLN COUNTY NK\VS will be s.-nt

trial .*1 month*
TIIKfree.
Address
on

copies

for '-l'» cents.

Specimen

Nl-.Wfi, Waldoboro, Me.

Y,

>

state

loot

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

Lorllaml,

s;..

WIRE Til t.\ l).S

—

Ib-lfa t, within and lor
tin
.-coud 1 IH-sday of

poll the ton-going P-tilion, Ordered, I hat the
i
hot ire to all piT-oii
inter* -tell li\
pel il ioiii-r
cau-iiig a copy of aid petition, v\ ,ih this order thenon, In he published three weeks uccessive|y ill the
Republican dournal, a paper printed at Bella-1,1 hat
le v may appear a» a Probate Court to be lu-lit at the
Plol.ale (Mfli’e Ml Bella-!, al'on
i■ t, oil tie- -.-coml
Tin-silay of April 11<-\t, al ten o’clock in the fore
and
lu-w
can
it any they haw-, why the
noon,
aim- should not he granted.
I'll 11A
H K IIS I A Judge.
A t rue copy. Attest.- B. P i i.i.n, Itegi-ter.

Ji

n

said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Hannah give notice to all
person- interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in t he Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tIn y may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin
ami for said Comity, on the second 'Tuesday ot
A| ril next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
lmw cause, if any they ha\ e, why the prayer of said
petition should not he granted.
PlIILo 11 KRSMY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. P. 1-Tki.u, Register.

\ Pi’ll IA P. MOODY, widow of David Moody
i L late of Laity, in Said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that her dower may
he assigned her from t In-real estate o' said deceased.
That ihe said Apphiu give notice
Ordered,
to all persons interested
by causing a copy ot
this order to he published three week- successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, w ithin and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
the praver of said petition should not le* granted.
PHII.n HKKSLY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest:— B. P. Fir.i.n. Register.
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This Kook, also contains More than Fifty
Prescriptions for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than
the price of the bo k.

''.i?s,

s

from the

personal estate

of said deceased.
That the said Apphia give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order h> be published three weeks successively in the
Republican .lonrnal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
wit bin and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol
April next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
said petition shouid not be granted.
PM 11.0 M I'.RSI 1 Judge.
A true copy, Attest
B. P. Fii:i.i», Register.

Ordered,

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
March, A. I>. 1877.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the .--ecoiut luesdavof

M< DKRMU f f, widow ;of David McDer
mott late of Winterport, in said County ot
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
an allowance may be made her from the personal
estate ol said deceased.
Ordered, That the said .Mary give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published t hree w eek*
in the Repub
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probat*• Court, to la* held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
April next, at ten ol the clock before noon, and
shew can e, if any they have, why the prayer ot
said petition houid not granted.
PHII.o HF.KSFA Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
B. P. H1 J.M, Regisl, I-

The above is the exact
the Centennial .Judges.

Probale Court held at Belfast, within amt fur
County ol W aldo, Oil tile \ecoiid l'UeJd.lV of
March, A. I >. Is, 7.
a

<

anal account for allowance.
ordered, That the said (iuardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order io be published three u ecks successively in the
Republic an Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel
la t, \\ if bin and for said < ’ounty, on the second I'm
day ot April next, and shew cause if any tin \
li'i\
win I be •'am• should not be allowed.
PHILO MFRSF.A Judge.
A true copy. At lest
1C P. Fii l.o, Register.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday »d
D
1x7..
A L\ I N \\
SM F.RM AN, < iuardian of Bertha I.
" arreii, minor heir of Benjamin A. Warren,
hue ot I lesboro, in said CYmut.y of Waldo, deceas
» <1, hav
ing presented his second and linal account
oi (iuardian hip tor allowance.
ordered, flint the -aid (iuardian give notice to
all per-on interested hy causing acopy ol this order
to lie published three weeks
successively in the Republican .lonrnal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said (’ountv, on the second
Tuesday
April next, at ten ol* the clock before noon,
sud
low cane, it any they have, why the same
houid not be allowed.
PHILO H F KSK Y, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B. P. Fir.i.n, Register.
a

-fw.'iS

Bl'/ZELL,
JOHN instrument
purporting
Buzzell,

\\
named Executor in a cor
tain
to be the hist will
and testament of Isaac
late of Lincoln
villi*, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said John W. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a cony of this order
to he published three, weeks successively in the Kepublican .Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday
of April next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
•
PHILO HEKSEY, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Field, Kegister.
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PROVIDENCE LINE

D. S. BABCO< h !'n
Providence N. Stoningion
Steamship (’o.

V

VI

An F..xpre*s train built anti
pupped cxpie
lor this line) will be run bv the Boston ,x Prov iilenc*
Bailroad, leav ing Boston at boo i\ \i. daily ..Sunday*'
excepted •, making the run t>* Fox Point Wban,
Providence, distance F? mile in about one hour.
The Provid**nce June, in tin* character and equipment of it* Steamer*-, and it
tiirect railroad ciniin e
tions with the South ami W*t, will oth-r to tintravelling public advantage po *es d by tm otli.i
line.
For thi purpose it is inlendetl to run the magni
lic.ent and well known Steamer “liliod** I-'and 'm
s7r
connection with the new and elegant
“Afassachusetts," built « \pr<* dv for thi* route, and
fitted in a manner unequalled For comfort, ♦■h-guue*
and safety.
On both Steamers the Dmii.-.i
i ..// t!,<- nonn
/l /
presenting an unobstructed view of the pacing scenery and th«* luxury of taking meals in pure,
sweet air, avoiding the close, vitiated atmosphere of
a saloon cabin.
Vr* other sVm//,7 steamer-.
tfose itreat im/tr-n't no nt...
These superb steamer* will run from Providence
tc» New \ ork direct, making no i nt<rno-,t iote ta,.,!.
ina.:, thereby assuring an **nrl\ arrival in New ) ork.
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Farmers and
Grangers are invited to call
and examine our Plaster before
purchasing elsewhere.
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This shop now is connected with II. \\
Irundy’Wood Shop, also with Wales \ |;ivkn< !P Paint and
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All ni) old customers me cordially iu\ ited to call
and see me at my new -hop, ,nd as many new omns can conveniently.
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have for sale at a bargain a nine Passenger Don
cord Coach, built to order.
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At a I rohate Court held at Belfast, within und for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. l). ls77.
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lieference i« made to every farmer in Maine who
has used “Bradley's Phosphate,' ami their mime is
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"For the most complete and instructiv e exhibition
of Artificial Fertilizer.* of superior quality.’"
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Fertilizer Co.

Bradley

they

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. 1). is:;.
P. MOODY, widow of David Moody
late ot I'nitv, in said ( ounty of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition tor an allowance

*■

-'

I.HVlslo.N uni !.. p.
tiea- soon a- the !•, .■ h a-..
tie t
scot Liver,
alumt
the
middle
of
April
probably
when the L D II .MON I) will tnake hei 0thfe
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rt >11 IN(;. ,\
r Manage
impure o{
L. I'Ai lim 1 I'icket Agent,
Lailroad W/iari, I*. Mau
rVLI S LA I I F-LSON, Agt. lb If ;

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, wit bin amt lor
the County ot W aldo, on the second Tuesday of
March, A. I>. In;7.
AN N AH OH.CORD, widow* ot Jonathan ColCold, late of Searsport, in said County of W a!
do, deceased, ha\ ing presented a petition that her
dower may be assigned lo r from the real estate of
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‘‘National Medical Association,”
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ffe or iking .at :» o'clock touching as uhu-.
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io Portland same nigh’
a-ually .•cum-.-tin., with
Pullman 1 rain, ami eat ly iiionim:.1 I un 1. p... ten
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Over-Coat Goods!

Hock

At
court ot Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for tin « ouuly of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
in March, A. 1 >. Is...
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Days!
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Lailroad Wharl,

i-KoCA U

BKALI.Y, Ouardian of Kbenezer Reynolds now deceased late ol Burnham, in said
('oilnt> of Waldo, deceased, basing presented his

0llth’« unit Hoys’

Custom and

Richmond,

of

Leturning

MiSS

$10.00.
All letters addressed to the Postotliee.
Alts- I.. A. Ruf 1.1 NS.
;; tf
Belfast, March If., is;;.

Revere House,

Gol.i Medal Awarded to the Anthor

MUSIC.

the
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For Locklnnd. <.'am.leu, lb ita-t. s.-.u -pott. Backport. Winterport, < ustine, Leer 2>L Sedgwick. S
West ami Bar Harbor-, Mt. Irr.
Millhii.bg..
.Umesport ami Machiasport.

ELMO A. ROLLINS, Ti-moIkt in In*tnmicntul and \ o *ul Music, would like to instruct a class in this city.
Terms Y'ocul, JO 1* -sons
$g(.).00; Piano, ’l l*w*ons, $1j* .o-*, Organ, JI les- on-,

ftieeessiwly

CAN BE FOUND AT

Thursday, March LMh,the steatm

is it:y

tillage,
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Will Leave

At a
the

U. H. MOODY'S.

A

ami utter

CAPT.

situated on the fast side of the
river in Belfast, only 1 1-J miles
from tin* City Post Office.
The
larm containing one hundred acres of land, free
from waste, well divided into wood, pasturage and
is well located for a milk farm, and has every
facility lor such purpose; it has a large two-storv
House, 1 11, Shed, and Barn, all in good condition,
is well supplied with pure wafer, and has a young
orchard oi seventy-live trees all grafted and many
bearing. The land borders on Belfast Bay, and
from e\ ry part of the farm a good view of the Bay
and City and their surroundings is had, making it
one of the most delightful locations for a residence
in this vicinity. The land is all of good quality and
will give a good return for labor spent upon it.
Terms reasonable and made known by the proprietor on the premises.
AM BK< >Sf STRUCT.
:;mns:tt
Belfast, l l*. -.'I, Is;;.

store

Drug

No. 4 Suifinch SI., Boston,

City

subscriber offers for sale a
rpiNO
X beautiful ami productive farm,

At a Probate Court held at B< l(a.-t, w it bin and tor
the County of Waldo, on tin -«-coud 1 uesday of
March, A. D. !S77.
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CENTENNIAL MEDAL.
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frill K

Lot for Sale.

Mcatbm liiiu; Slower!

Afford the 'most grateful relief in all Affections of the Cheat and Lungs.

Wadlin

FIRM!

than any other fertilizer in the market. It lias received the highest awards from all the Agricultural
Societies in the l nited States for fifteen years, as
well as the endorsement of tin* best and most intelligent farmers of the country, and to crown all -the
Centennial .Judges of Philadelphia, voted it a medal,
coupled with the following award :

COMPANY.

PENOBSCOT,

ARRANGEMENT.

SPRING

Warranted uniform in quality, acting quicker, la-d
ing longer, and giving more general satisfaction

(H'ARlv

si.tf

NEW

Super-Phosphate

THE

Mt. Desert & Maeliias.

of Lime!

E houst lot on High street, (Primrose Hill)
JL known as the Cross lot, containing one quarter
ofan acre of land. It is the lot upon which a house
was partially burned last Summer.
Will be sold
reasonably, lor particular-* apply to HORATIO
SPICER, near the premises.
:iv»tt
Belfast, March 2'.), 1*77.

P.iOBATE NO! ICt

re

FOK

On

Catarrh, in its extent and destructive force, stands
next to Consumption, and is closely allied to it; lor
in certain constitutions the transition from one to I airwii •*^»****a»a****~ie**Bi*mmtmmt*itr».-a*urJ5**m
r***mmtimm*
the other u only a <|Uestion of time, it is therefore
a singular thing that those atllicted with it --11011111
t*.
not make it ?lie object of their lives to rid 1 hemselves
ot i!. A single bottle of any remedy cannot, in tin*
chronic stage, effect a cure, nor even bring the-system under its influence fully. In many such cases
To til* lloiloi :tl*it* .lodge (it Probat <■ for the Count y
the bones and cartilage of the nose areVaten away,
ol W aldo
the organs of hearing, of seeing, and of tasting, so
M. MAItOKN, Administralor of the ei
atl'ected a- to be rendered useless, the uv ula so elontate ol W in.
Piper late oi Searsport, in said
gated and inflamed as to produce a constant and di-.
Conuty, deceased, respectfully represents that tintreding cough. Tim return to health must neceschatties
and
credits
of said deceased are not
good.:,
sarily be slow, under the most favorable cireumstnn
sufficient to answer his just delu* and charges of
ces, when so seriously atllicted, but a- the evidence
sum of eight hundred dollars,
the
Administration,
by
ot its great value daily comes to hand, we become
flint said deceased died seized of certain real estate
more and more satisfied that there doe- not exist u
situate in aid Searsport, and known as his home
case ot Catarrh that cannot he cured bj a judicious
stead; and he represent* that by a partial sale of
and persistent use of ,Sanioi:i.
Ku»l< vi. Ci 1:1.
any entire portion of tin real estate of said deceased,
I«»1: Cat vki.ii.
I lie relief in very ca e obtained
tin- residue would he greatly depreciated.
from the first dose is an indication of what il will do
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
when the system i brought Constitutionally under
grant him :• license to sell and convey all ol the real
it influence.
e
tale oi said deceased, (including the reversion of
SANI OKI)’:. I{a 1 »i» vi
K1
is odd by all whole
tin Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisfy his
sale and retail drugaist- thrnmrhout the I’nited
dent
and incidental charges, and charges of Ad
States. Price, $1.
ministration.
CLARK M. MAKIH-.N.

T our

STEAMBOAT

BEST!

Old Tried und Reliable Brand

The

—

CHRONIC PLEURISY CURED,

POLISH!

I

Let,.

rrtHE house on Miller St., lormer1 ly known as the Eastman house.
Said building contains six good
rooms with :i large stable attached,
and every accommodation, including a never-failing well of good water. Is pleasantly .■'itstaled in a good neighborhood,
lias throefourths ot an acre of land and an orchard of loo
trees, luquireoi
1M It'll A EL COLLINS.
1877.
8w
Belfast, March

the most of any Mediever

BUY THE

Valuable farm for Sale!

Sir,—Knclosed please find three dollars, for which

DLL'S I LTD A

STARCH

To

CATARRH.
cine she

two-story
High Street.
ISRAEL PARKER,
ou

IERD1XAND DODGE of Pott,
land.
'8w.tr*

two

l’<1 I Ti !!
Hi ntUhun,
Please allow me to testify to the great
merits of .SANKoftlVs P \i>t< \i (Yi;k im:i \ \ki:ii.
lor six years I ha\e >u tiered greatly, pariioularh
while troubled with a cold. The accumulation <•!
mucus in my head and throat kept me eonstantiv
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence
company extremely embarrassing to myself and
friends. .Six months ago I was induced to try s \.\
ford's If A Die A I. Ci it "i
After using two kittle- 1
find myself nearly, if not 'piite, permanently cured.
1 liave*since recommended over one hundred Lott Iwith the greatest success.
llespectfiillv yours.
\VM. \V. AlfMSTlfOXd,
December *3. 1V7Y
130 Harrison Ave.. boston.

Helped her

Portland, Bangor and Machias

half of

situated

or

Messrs. NVm.K

VOLTAIC
GLACE

Standing,

bottles of
SANFORD 3 RADICAL CURE.

rn

LINEN

THE

southerly

house
Apply to

accompanied by distressing
Symptoms, cured by

rag.

and

Instinct.

Stage proprietor i.. ]). 101 wan Is mill,
Noiist-ii-e 1- to sense as shade to light : ii height
a horse tiiat while standing near the de•■ns of! ct by contrast
It i.s like an intended dis
coni in a delicious melody, making the. next con
pot at Athol a short time since, discover-■id sweeter: like silent, sleep after sorrowful
ed that Ins blanket was slipping oh to
Hutching- like cheerfulness after care, ease after rearward, ami feeling at the same time I
.■.aguish: or the olive that gives gusto to the old that be needed its
protection more oil his
chest and shoulders, turned his head and
If v on would be a true Christian, you must, like
the retreating garment with hi
/ueiTicns. conic down" in a wordly as well as in taking
spiritual way. Those who repent towards hod teeth pulled ii forward and applying the
.lid not Towards mail are not even half hearted he
same force to the other side made himself
iicvors
they an- worse than skeptics, for a regen- safe and comfortable like the prudent
eration that docs not make a man do justly by his
horse that lie was.
bTlow man is no regeneration at all—it i- false
The late Daniel 1 ’ratt had a large team
light, sure to lead him to spiritual death.
horse who one da> became unfastened,
There 1- .1 saereduoss in tears
are
not
the
They
backed out ot his stall and discovering
marks of weakness blit of power
They are messages of overwhelming grief. 0f deep contrition, of tits* empty meal hugs, look each
one
unspeakable love
Despise no woman’s tears; separately ami .singly. Ip the bottom,
riie;. are wlmt make her an angel. Scoff not if w ith his teeth, shook them
faithfully over
the 'em heart of manhood is sometimes melted
a clean
1 i:t" tears of affection.
spot on the lloor and then proThey are painful tokens,
but -til! most holy.
Then- is pleasure ill tears— ceeded to lick up the result, which was
.ni awful pleasure
not very plentiful, hut he took it as one
seems as if nations made a
point, of putting all thankful for small favors.
•■ir greatest men to
There is an elderly w bite horse here,who.
despair, and then when fume
be nothing to them, when
<m
they can no longer in the digging potato season, took the
tbr.
feel joy. or favor, worldly
wrong or 11 egb
at the -ale distance* of a
wagon to the Held and while it was being
century or two. be
mml how thickly tall the honors!
filled was allowed his liberty. There were
flow the pin
.teles an- raised to their memories, and over tlieir
and fall-feed in the enclosure, and
mains: tln*ir remains, indeed! How cathedrals apples
crowded with their monuments; how cities he elmse the apples, which he devoured
so long and
buTd for their bones : how genius
persistently, that, for his ow n
pays to cut out
their glory in marble, or emblazon it upon canvas, welfare, it was considered safest to hitch
"i fresco it on the walls !
him loti post. Next day he went through
Brave soldiers die with their faces to the l'oe.
a like experience until his anxious friend
Looking back never conquered a city, nor achieved went towards him again, when the wise
.1 work ofart.tior wrote a book, nor amassed a for
old i|uadruped stopped eating apples and
nine.
The silent inward cry of the world’s great
commenced eating grass, with an extra j
men has ever been
Oil. lny soul, right on.
Contentment w ith the past is to strike your Hug and
ordinary appetite. The party gave up !
-pike your gum- So with the Christian.' The the plan and went back to bis
potatoes, i
-.\<>rd i- -peak unto the Israelites that
for
they go
that a horse who showed
H.ti'l.
Looking backward with complacence i.s concluding
Licit decided diplomacy could be trusted
pii'it 1 i:t 1 death. Looking forward, with the calm
M
that the future must be and shall he better to decide upon the amount of fruit he
riian tlit- past, that past mistakes and past sins shall could consume w ithout
injuring his dige
be teachers and helps to future wisdom, this
gives
tioii.
|.l 11. Ilowe, ni \thol Transcript
inspiration, ami 1 his means victory. Wear* avod
by hope. Jt is when we turn our faces resolutely
toward the end of our journey that 1 liey are
I’iiK t'o.NVKH.sjoM uk Sahara into v
touched with celestial light and wc breath the
Ska.
A short time since a French
eternal airs.
paper
Jliev. t\ F. Fiuerson.
informed us the great. Suez engineer had
Like drooping, dying slurs, our iletirlv loved ones
announced the tael that lie could convert
uwiiv from out sight
The stura oi‘ our hopes,
the Great Desert of Sahara into a <-a.
uur munitions, our
prayers, whose light ever shines
with ail average depth of tight) li-ot at
hi'lore m. suddenly pule in the lirinaiuent ot our
hearts, unit their place is left
empty, eold and dark. the trifling cost ot some thive liuudreit
V mother's steady, soft anil earnest
light, that million lVanes.
In case M. de Lessep.-.
teamed through wants and sorrows; a father's !
should practically demonstrate liis tlieon
irole-, qua 1, iielit, that
kept our feet from stumbling in the dark and treacherous ways; a sister's and thus utilize the great desert as a new
light, so mild, so pure, so constant and so firm, field for A underbill's, heirs, the question
hiniug upon us lrom gentle, loving eves, and. per- as to what would lie the effect
upon the
uniting us to gruee and goodness;' a brother’s
light, torever sleeping in our soul, and illuminat- present ports ot the world is worth eon
inr our goings and comings ; a friend's light, 'rue
sidering. Some of the French marine
il l trusty
No! the light has speak
-gone out forever!
very rashly, and give us to undernot gone out
It is shining hevoml the stars,
stand many large and flourishing seaports,
where there
no night and no darkness forever
would become inland cities and sink into
and forever.
history. A little reflection will quiet all
such alarm, if M. de Lesssep-'s new sea
A traveller in South Africa
stopped one could be tilled in one night out good
wight at a Boor's house, lie found the friends across the waters would wake
up
children playing- with a pebble that look- in the
morning to find the entire damage
ed like a diamond,
lie bought it for a done would be the loss of some two feet
iritic, the Boor saying that it was a dia- of water in their harbors. This is easih
mond, they could get plenty more, and demonstrated. Professor Muurv tells u
took
'it away,lb- lie sold u at the Cape the waters o| the seas cover one hundred
lot- $'1,000.
bought another from a and forty four million: of square miles in
negro, which lie sold tor $50,000, and round number: : the
great desert four mil
tlicii tlic natives began to search for these lions.
M. de Lesseps gives the average
tones where they had
previously seen depth of In. sea at about eighty feet.
them, the white men heal'd of their suc- Here we have three terms of a
proportion
cess, and the rush began. One mine after to find the fourth. A very simple thing,
in
all
the
same
another,
neighborhood, and results in two anil two-ninths. This,
w as found, and around each mine a
city therefore, represents the depth to lie
prang up. The last, and that which is taken from the whole seas; that is, tile
the centre of the diamond trade, is Kimpresent level of the sea must lie lowered
berly. This city has lo.ooo population, two and two-ninths feet to fill the great
live churches, two theatres, hanks, hotels desert.
Haltimore will now understand
and other buildings.
"'hat the great Lesseps is preparing for
her, and govern herself accordingly, j lial
As is well known, the
present vener- timore Gazette.
able secret ary of the navy received his
nautical education on an Indiana farm.
II you pass through the hen-roost, with j
Somebody wrote him the other day, in- careful eye, just now, you will notice a
quiring what was the regulation size for sadness creeping over the countenance of
a hatchway.
His answer was that that the old hens. Ii is not
simply the knowl- i
would depend altogether upon the di- edge that they must die, hut the
thought
mensions of the lion and the number of that they must be sold for
spring chickens i
after they're "laid” out.
eggs they put under her.
1

lii

ago, while

acquaintance of a young girl who plated
in minor parts in the dramas then repre
vented. One day. altera relier.Mil. he in

arm-

aug.el

Their

Actor.

HABIT,

‘N,° inalt,r **°'v slightly disabled.
vlUliO Increases now
paid. Advice and
circular Ire.*. |.A|, Mj. hafi., Attv>7 San-on St.,
Pllihl., I*::.
5

I’lorenee was
j umlcr an engagement at the U inter thit
j <ten Theatre New York, lie loriiieil the

er

l heir

the

of tlie well known comedian,
I'lorenee, ti ll,' the following :

e

Many year.'

them when 1 kneel to prav
The veil (.od seems to raise ;

1

.V relath
William ,1.
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